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PREFACE 
The original a.im of this thesis was to 
to discuss Cha.ucer's 11Ca.nterbury Tales 11as 
evidence of his ability to write a short-
story from our modern viewpoint, but in 
discussing the various technical elements 
that make for good short-story writing, the 
author discovered that many of the elements 
under discussion, though true and character-
istic of the short-story type, were not ~x-
cl usi vely so ,but were also typical of long 
narrative as well. Accordingly, the author 
changed his aim from discussing solely Chaucer's 
capacity for short-story writing to the dis-
cussion of the various elements of narrative 
technique evident in the 11 Canterbury Tales••. 
The original aim, however, was not dispensed 
with,but serves for the discussion, in the 
second part of the thesis based on the first, 
of Chaucerts approach in the Canterbury Tales 
to the modern viewpoint of short-story writing. 
• 
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Elements of Narrative Technique in 
Chaucer's 11 Canterb~ry Tales 11 
and 
Their Approach to Short-Story Writing 
Literature is commonly considered the interpretation 
of life and is also commonly regarded as being older than 
the art of writing. With the development of writing, it 
became possible to preserve for future ages the charm of 
rhythm and narrat·i ve that expressed the great , emotions and 
thoughts and memories of an earlier day. Professor Bliss 
Perry, to whose ~'Study of Prose Fiction 11 I ackno .\vb~~ 0:ge 
great debt for many of many statements' 'says in the early 
part of that study, 11 It confers a certain dignity upon 
the study of fiction to remember how universal is the 
human appetite for fiction of some sort, 11 and he ac-
1 
cordingly quotes in support of his remark from 110n a Lazy 
Idle Boy, 11 one of Thackeray's delightful ''Roundabout ·Bap erf?, u 
wherein he comments upon 11 the appetite for novels extend-
ing to the .end of the world; far away in the frozen deep, 
the sailors reading them to one another during the endless 
night; far away under the Syrian stars, the solemn sheikhs 
and elders hearkening to the poet as he recites his tales; 
far away in the Indian camps, where the soldiers listen 
to .... ---'s tales or ----•s, after the hot day's march; far 
away in Chur yonder, where the lazy boy pores over the fond 
volume, and drinks it in with all his eyes. 11 Thus,,we have 
all types of persons interested in stories,for this desire 
for the story has lived beyond the ages of childhood and 
savagery. With the development of our literature, ways of 
Bliss Perry's --- Study of Prose Fiction, ff' /- ~ . 
• 
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tel ling stories have evolved and have become mor e nearly 
perfect. We as sociate with the history of our l ite rature 
the names of those writers who have contributed to its 
deve l opment and perfection. TodayJ our literature can boast 
of almost perfect novels, but this perfection has been 
possible only through development and elimination and 
introduction of certain elements of narrative technique. 
The greatest name in our literature before the age of 
Shakespeare is that of Geoffrey Chaucer and it is .in his 
writings that we first find in our literature such subtle 
and deli cate discrimination, or interest in personality 
so heavily outweighing mere incident that typifies rpany of 
our mo dern novels. Chaucer was great not only for reestab-
lishing English as the l iterary language of his country and 
his scrupulousness in the use of the final ~ but because 
2 ' 
he had the genius to tell a good story supremel y well. His 
stori es are r~al stories and are well-told, and being wel l-
told, we may be sure, they show his ability to handl e in a 
s killful way the chief elements of narrative technique. A 
narrative is a representation of a series of events. Nar-
ratives are usually said to be of action and of character, 
but c r itics and dictators of the canons of narr ative wri t -
ing all insist that there are three fundamental essentials 
to any narrative whether a novel or short-story. These ar e 
the characters, the plot; and the setting or background. A 
narrator shows how certain persons (the characters) act (the 
plot) under cert ain circumstances (the setting ). The int er-
rel ations of the three give us a story and t he skillful man-
• 
• 
ipulation of the three or the subordination of one to 
another in a clever way gives us a masterpiece of nar-
r at ive. These three elements are fundamental; no story 
can exist without them. In separate sections,one of 
which I have devoted to characterization, I have dis-
cussed other qu_ali ties that help make a n.arrati ve a 
successful story, other elements of narrative technique, 
not so fundamental and yet more essential,because it is 
by them that the three essentials are developed and pre_,;, "· 
sented to make the story worthy of preservation. Chaucer 
had to give each story a back;-ground of its own because 
a happening has to accur somewhere and for the relation 
of events, there must be incidents to be related, so he 
had to have plot and he had to have characters to make 
the plot in a given place. 
Before I discuss the .characterization of the 
"Canterbury Tales 11 and other elements of narrative tech-
nique as variety, ~ description, pathos, realism, humor, 
etc., I want to say something about plot and setting in 
the "Canterbury Tales. 11 
Plot, literally, means a we aving together of the 
things that happen to the characters, --- 11 the various 
ways in which the forces represented by the different 
personages of the story are made to harmonize or clash 
through external action. tt l The narrator, we are told, 
has a perfect ri ght to draw from the same sources aa 
those used in his characterization. The plot may or 
may not be original; the author may draw it from life 
or from his own conception of characters in action . 
. Bli ss Berry , pp . 12~ - 1 30 
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In the discussion of Chaucer's originality and debt to 
other writers, a little further on in this thesis, it 
will be seen that plots· were pretty much conventionalized 
and held to be common property in Chaucer's day ,and that 
he, like Shakespeare, seldom bothered about inventing a 
new one. · It is his technique of handling the material 
he appropriat ed as his own that interests us chiefly. 
The simplest conceivable plot is that which con-
cerns itself wi th one character and the progress of that 
sole character , its development and experiences at the 
different stages of its career. There may be other 
characters in the 'story, but they are merely incidental 
to the development and delineat ion, acting as foils, of 
the one central character about whom the whole plot 
pivots . Chaucer ' s "Man of Law's Tale 11 gives us · a splendid 
example of this in the characterization of Constance, the 
character who makes the plot and whose characterization 
the plot develops. We have almost a parallel instance in 
the "Clerk's Ta~ eu in the person of the patient Griselda, 
but I am not so sure that this is a good example of plot 
in its simplest form, i.e . , concerning itself with nothing 
more than a single character, because here we have in al-
most as strong relief as ,t.he -. ·character; of Griselda , that of 
the Marquis Walter . 
"The Clerk • s TaJ.e 11 I think should be classed as to 
plot with the usual type that involves at least two char-
acters. Professor Bliss Perry says th?:.t there i s an ad-
vantage to this for 11 they embody different forces, dif-
4 
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ferent ways of facing and fighting the world of circum-
stance with which they are brought into collision. ttl He 
points out the huma.n problem involved in "Silas Marner" 
is the influence of the love of a child on the lonely 
and embittered nature of a hermit ; and that the action of 
the story is designed to bring these two forces to gether 
and to note the nature of their mutual reactions. We 
have undoubtedly a human problem involved in the Marquis 
alter 's disinclination to marry and his capriciousness 
in the way he fina~ly selects a bride. We know· the- kind 
of a man he is, a spoilt child grown to manhood,still 
possessing his love of liberty and with an acquired pas-
sion of ruling others, uncertain in temper, yet withe~, 
courteous and honorable; and we know, as well, the moctest 
and diligent Griselda completely oblivious of self, 
incorrigibly humble. · Their marriage brings the two to-
gether and the story is concerned· with the nature of their 
mutual reactions. 
Professor Bliss Perry, whose chapters in 11 A Study of 
Prose Fiction" on plot and setting are chiefly my basis 
of standards for judging Chaucer • s treatment of those 
elements of narrative technique, says 11 i t is· f ar easier, 
however, to throw the lines of a plot into swift compli-
cation wl:len there are at least three characters involved . 
The attitude of two of these characters towards the third 
may instantly be utilized to establish and carry forward 
new lines of action. II 2 N:nong several e;;triking examples 
1Bliss Perry's Study of Prose Fiction p.l~'S3 
2Bliss Perry 1 s Study of Prose Fiction p .l35 
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he gives Chaucerts 11 Kni ght 1 s Tale 11 ,where the two kinsmen 
imprisoned in the tower catch their first glimpse of 
Emilyl and says that from that moment the em.tanglement of 
the threads of the future plot is marked. When three 
characters are thus involved the writer has a fascinating 
problem before him, s i nce he has at hand a we alth of 
possible material in the interplay of strong passions, 
the elements of fear, of -danger, of surprise, and of 
remorse. The complication of plot increases when there 
is an introduct.ion of new incidents (as Pa~amon 1 s rele ase 
from prison, Alisonts friendship with Nicholas, the find-
ing of the gold by the three gaxnblers and the sending of 
the youngest to the city), or newpersona.ges(as the intro-
duction of Emily into the "Kni ght 's Tale"), or with the 
introduction of new motives growing out of the relation-
ships evident at the opening of the story ( as Abso l on 1 s 
revenge on Nicholas and Nicholas' trick on Johan, or 
Walter 's trial of Griseldats patience, or the revenge of 
the Oxford clerks on the cheating miller). 
In the "Pardoner's Tale"-, we have an atmosphere of 
mystery and mystification. It is natural for us to be 
interested in the actions of the chara.cters inder strange 
conditions. We constantly await the revelation of the 
moment in this story when the youngest reveller will have 
been murdered and the other two, who have conspired 
against him, will drink the poisoned wine. We feel it may 
be Death whom the youths are seeking, but we can~t say , 
nor will Chaucer. And hand in hand with the sense of 
mystery and mystification goes a sense of fatalism. We 
6 
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feel, just as surely as can be, that the three revellers 
in the tale the Pardoner tells will not fail in their 
quest for Death, and when we are made the wiser of their 
tre achery to one another, we know that they are fated to 
die . 
Plot stands in close relation to characters for indeed 
they are conceived in reference to the part they play in 
the plot,and plot also plays an important part in con-
nection with the setting. 
We have Chaucer's masterly handling of setting in 
the framework of the tales themselges which I have dis-
cussed at length in a chapter by itself. The pilgrimage 
provides back-ground for the vivid presentation of a group 
of varied characters. We have milieu or back-ground, I'm 
sure, in the setting of the "Pardoner's Tale 11 which reeks 
with atmosphere. The tliree ri·6ters are seeking death and 
behind them is the city, being v.isited by pestilence and 
death. We do not fail to get the atmosphere of the story 
and the readers of Chaucer's own day certainly did not 
fail to feel the atmosphere_, for the mention of a plague 
was far more vital to them than to us, so frequently were 
their cities stricken with plagues and pestilence . in those 
days when sanitation was almost unheard of. Setting, like 
plot and cha:racterization, is based on the narrator.''S per-
sonal observation and experience J as well as on his imagina-
tion. We could hardly find, were we to start a quest, a 
more accurately true-to-life barn-yard setting than we have 
in the Nun's Priest's Tale ~o r of a bourgeois household than 
? 
• 
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in the somewhat coarse t ales told by the Miller and the 
Reeve. Chaucer has the barn-yard fowls carrying on an 
animated conversation. This is, to an extent~ridiculous; 
so, to make it seem rec:tl and true to life, he mak.es the 
setting in common with our own experiences and conceptions 
of a barn-yard. We have a wildly picturesque back-ground 
with its rugged rocks, etc. ,,in the Man of Law's Tale ,and 
if it is not considered ri ght to fit in with the hardships 
which Constance undergoes, it does seem to give greater 
vi vidnessto her character and serve as a ::.::ffoil for her. 
Constance seems more supernatural than ever alongside of 
this rugged scenery. This princiyl e of contrast is a f ami -
liar artistic one for securing vividness of effect. In the 
framework to his tales, by the variety of types gathered on 
the pilgrtmage, Chaucer makes use of this principle of con-
trast. We have distinctly diff erent individuals telling 
stories in character. · The stories are especially well-
sui ted to the tellers ,and each setting has its back-ground. 
Can 1t you see the historical and romantic setting of the 
Kni ght's Tale set in greater relief by the two following 
coarse and extremely realistic stories of the Miller and 
the Reeve? This can hardly fail to make a contrast. By 
so arranging the stories in the fr amework, Chaucer has 
called our attention to the settings in the various stories • 
Root says that 11 if we are t o ~read the .•Kht ghtJs 'Tal·e Ji n the 
spirit in which Chauce r conceived it, we must give ourselves 
up to a spirit of romance,-------- ----- we must del i ght in 
the fair show of things, and not ask too ;nany questions. 11 1 
1Root ---Poetry of Chaucer p. 169 
8 
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And in the next stories, we are brought ri ght ba.ck to the 
everydav life with its deceit and trickery and sin. 
~ ' 
In both these instances, we have, at times, the setti ng 
determining the ind.idents. In the Kni ght 1 s Tale_, to settle 
the dispute, the tournament in such a romantic setting is 
the only appropriate means and so we have the tournament 
with all its galatrappings,and in the Reeve's Tale, the 
crowded mediaeval sleeping conditions have much to do i n 
determining the actions of the two University students. 
Chaucerts settings have certain definite characteristies, 
some definitely mediaeval and others almost as definitely 
modern in their essence. Re garding the flowers and trees 
and other natural elements, Chaucer shows many of the 
convential ideas of the Roman de la Rose, yet withal, t here 
is a certain natural love of the April showers and the 
May sunshine, the flowers and the mild spring weather. It 
is a frank, realistic enjoyment of nature inits mi lder 
aspects. Chaucer sympathiz_es with nature when it is mild 
but he evinces a keen distaste for rugged scenery and 
the rougher aspects of nature in general . Today , we ad-
mire the rough and rugged and wildly picturesque in scenery, 
but for these elements of natural scenery Chaucer shows a 
hostile attitude. :Take,. for instance; the way in which 
Dorigen in the Franklin's Tale expresses dislike for the 
rock-bound coast of Brittany because of the dangers and 
sorrows it must inevitably cause the boatmen who come nea r 
it. Our modern tendency is to use setting for emotional 
t 
• 
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purposes and contrasts with the foreground. We find this 
contrasting use of setting to act as foil for the charac-
ter :of Constance. The turbulence of the storm seems to be 
physical expr.ession of the sufferings and hardships which 
she is forced to undergo. Chaucer uses the setting here 
to express these things rather than the character of 
Constance beca,use the aim in the delineation of her char-
' 
acter is to keep Constance as much as possible a being 
from another world. 
Chaucer knew that setting was an essential to a good 
story and in these examples which I have cited, he proves 
that he wasa master of its technique for we have the set-
ting most skillfully handled in those of the tales which we 
most generally consider the most nearly perfect. 
Before proceeding with the other elements .of narra-
tive technique, I shall consider for a few pages the 
framework of the "Canterbury Tal es 11 and Chaucer's origi-
nality and debt to other writers • 
10 
• 
The Framework of the 11 Canterbury Tal es u 
All the worl d l oves a lover an d simi larly, a good s t ory . 
Collections of brief tales in p rose or verse were popul ar 
in Europe and the Orient long before Chaucer wrote the 
11 Cant exbury Tales 11 • For some t i me, too, before Chaucer's 
col lection, attempts were made to give such collect i ons of 
tales a collective unity ---- achieved by community of t heme 
as in Chaucer's own "Legend of Good Women 11 ,or by some fr ame-
-
work story such as in the Arabian Nights. Probably the most 
f arnous collection of this jiype was Boccaccio 's 11 Deca.meron u, 
with which Chaucer was probably unacquainted. In the 
11 Dec arneron 11 , we have a country est ate ( as the scene in the 
fr&~ework) to which a company of ten young men and women of 
hi gh social standing have fled from plague-stricken Fl orence . 
Each member of the group tel ls a story each day - - --their 
retreat lasts for ten days ---- dealing with the same gene ral 
theme of the other stories told that day. Connecting links 
between the tales describe other diversions with which the 
days ... are filled. 
For the framework _of his "Canterbury Tales 11 , Chaucer 
uses a similar scheme to Boccaccio' s in the 110ecameron 11 • 
Chaucer's springtime pilgrimage to Canterbury has several 
advantages over the retreat from Florence. The pilgrimage 
allowed quite naturally for a variety of typic a~ characters 
to be brought together • . In the democracy of travel, typical 
characters of varied occupations and diverse social ranking, 
as (for instance) from the Kni ght to the Pl omaan, could be 
11 
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assembled at one time and on the same social footing ,,who 
would never meet on the same ball-room floor. Conse-
quently,this resulted in a group of stories, capable of 
far greater variety in theme and manner than could ever 
be possible in the 11 Decameron 11 , whe:L'ein the story tellers 
were all of the srune social status. The realism of the 
situation is heightened greatly by the motley complexion 
I 
of the travellers and the humorous _adventures that occur 
on the journey. The scene is constantly changing as the 
procession progresses in the direction of Canterbury. 
This fact and the great variety of characters who compos e 
the company keep the Tales from becoming tedious. 
Chaucer intended to write sixty tales to be told on 
each way of the journey, but he completed only about a 
quarter of them all. The plan becomes modified in the 
course of the writing qnd each pilgrim is cut down to one 
tale going and coming from Canterbury. In the actual 
writing, several of the pilgrims (who.,we knowsare·. membe~s 
of the company )are never called on and the group never 
reaches Canterbury, even though it does see the towers in 
the distance,so that we have not a fra@nent of the whole, 
but nine separate fragments starting with the Kni ght's 
Tale and ending with the Parson•s. 
Chaucer recognized the uses to which the frrunework of 
a pil grimage could be put and seized readily the chance thus 
to present effectively his group of tales. This frameworlc 
scheme was not new in Chaucer's day; it wasa thing of common 
usage in the field of literature. The "Canterbury Tales•• 
12 
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are the evidence of the skillful way in which the p oet 
could present his material. The frru11ework or b ack-
ground to the tales, the idea of a p ilgrimage, which 
could serve Chaucer's purposes so well, is a master-
p iece in itself. We can re ad the setting of the group 
of stories almost as a perfect narrative in itself. It 
becomes doubly vivid and delightful to us when we re ad 
the sep arate tales,. because they are almost invariably 
attuned to the character of the tellers. Cor1ments and 
remarks are passed on the stories told, p ersonal feel-
ings come to the foreground and before we know it, the 
characters of the pilgrims are being revealed to us 
under exactly such circmnstances as might be true to 
life. It is the characterization of the Prologue that 
really "makes" the setting of the "Canterbury Tales" as 
a group. Comparison between Boccaccio t s framework to 
the 1rnecameron" with its definite restrictions due to t h e 
homogeneity of the company and Chaucer's framewo r k to the 
"Cant e rbury Tales" shows that Chaucer chose the better 
part and wisely, too. 
13 
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Originality and Debt to Other Writers 
It is not surprising if one should ask what ori ginal-
ity Chaucer really possesses when there were so many 
sources for his material. He was familiar with a vast 
number of books which he read and from which he borrowed. 
Pl &giarism was not considered a fault in Chaucerts day; 
rather it was the f ashion. Deschamps wouLd consider it 
flattery to have Chaucer borrow from him. There were 
certain standard stories that were fashionable. Novelty 
in subject matter was :. not necess a ry. If a writer wished 
to introd.uce novelty of ct so:r:t, let him introduce it in 
his method of trea.tment. Here was a chance for new color 
or characterizati on orsubtl.ety of technique. Ori ginality 
j_s never confined to mere plot. Chaucer's 11 Kni ght ts Tale" 
is p roperly in plot and many of the verses Boccacciots, 
but Chaucer has claimed it for his very own in its form as 
it existsin the "Canterbury Tales 11 , in the changes .. he 
effected in characterization (most noteworthy being the 
instance of Arcite), and its new language. The artist 
doe:snt,t necessarily have to investigate or discover truths; 
his duty isto select, assimilate, present to his audience 
or readers old ideas which he hascombined as more sui t a."ble 
for his purpose and expressed according to hif? fashion. If 
Chaucer steals or borrows a plot from Bocc accio, he delin-
eates the characters not after Bocca.ccio 1 s method but ac-
co rding to his own personal knowledge of human nature. He 
14 
gives· t .hem new sentiments and newer motives for their actioBs. 
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Herein l ies Chaucer's ori ginality. 
To Boccaccio 1 and the Italian Renaissance as ~ whole, 
to Jean de Meun, to Ovid, Chaucer owes a great debt. 
Wherever he found anything tha t might be of use to him, 
he gr a sp ed at it to his own best advantage. While draw-
ing from Ovid stories and all us ions, he also drew un-
consciously some of Ovid's e ase and grace, power of vivid 
descrip tion, and rich sensuousness of color and form. 
Chaucer is always marked by an e ager openness to ideas, 
atrai t that marked him at all periods of his life. From 
Boccaccio and the Italian Renaissance as a whole, he ac-
quired an interest in individual humanity and a great in-
tellectual stimulus _,aswell as a higher standard of artistic 
form. Chaucer owes a manifold debt to Jean de Meun. It 
is from him that he got the satirice~ method he uses so 
effectively in the General Prolo gue to the "C anterbury 
Tales u and the individual prologues to the Pa,rdone r ' s and 
the Wife of Bath's Tales. Most of Chaucerts ideas that 
are in essence any way radical or skeptical can be traced 
to Jeande Meun as well as the habit of regarding life fro m 
a comic viewpoint, the habit that was a curious blending 
of e asy tolerance and biting sarcasm,sa.ved from becoming 
at tiines cynical by the kindliness of his own personality. 
Chaucer undoubteal·y began as an imitator; probably 
before this, as a translator. Whichever it may have been 
his apprenticeship proves of value to him later. Like 
Shakespeare, - it is rarely that he bothe r s to invent a plot. 
This is true of all his works as well a.s of the ••canter-
15 
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bury Tsles 1' with which we are chiefly concerned. They. 
all derive from li tera.ry sources. It wa.s a familiar 
legend that fo:rmed the Prioress 11 Tale; Chanticleer t·s 
story is traceable in more than one version back to the 
cycle of animal epics that make up so much early 
European literature; the beginnings of the Pardoner's 
Tale are in the Orient; the Clerk's Tale of the patient 
Griselda, first taken from the La.tinc of Petrat ch and 
the Italian of Boccaccio,~as the corMnon literary property 
of Europe. Thus, we see that from the 11 Roman cle la Rose 1t, 
from Boethius, from Italy, from ancient Rome, Chaucer 
borrows at will but instead of remaining a pupil, becomes 
a master ;_ y absorbing, assimilating, making his own. The 
procession of vivid human beings ,hee.d.ing toward the shrine 
I 
of St. Thomas a Becket
1
,was Chaucer's own creation. Prob-
ably some of the pilgrims were drawn from. living p eople of 
Chaucer 1s own day. · If they were, a contemporary might 
well have recognized a. familiar figure in the Cook or the 
Sownner. Chaucer.·. infused the whole group with the spirit 
of the English people. He creates a .'friendly company to 
tell us stories with such artistic skill that even the 
least desirable qualities of the sources become trans-
formed with genuine and wholesome significance. 11 By 
watching Chaucer's intri'cate borrowings from various 
sources, we learn a great deal about literary art; by ob-
serving what he does with his reading, we learn still more 
a·oout his genius. 11 1 I think this quotation gives the whole 
lnt.rod •. by Neilson & Patch to Selections from 
Chaucer on Chaucer's Learni ng pp . XXVI - f. p. 
16 
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key to the subject of Chaucer's ori ginality and debt to 
other writers. The~e is no doubt but that he was pro-
foundl y indebted to such other writers as Boccaccio, 
Jean de Meun, Ovid, and Boethius. He did not hesit ate 
to borrow at will from these writers or any others. He 
borrows as he sees fit and we need not hold any brief 
for it,because Chaucer benefited by his borrowings. He 
eliminated, assimilated, subordinated such as· h.e found 
necessary in his tre atment of borrowed material. Chaucer's 
art lies in the taste he showed, when he chose to borrow~ 
a~d what he accomplished with the borrowed mater i al , once 
he appropriated it. It is fashionable an1ong literar y 
p ersons to trace el ements in Chaucer to th'eir various 
sources, as '- they ;:can be traced., but we sho1..1l d remember 
t hat Chaucer has chosen to let t he fittest for presenta-
tion survive and it i~ in this attitude t h at his genius 
is most evident . 
17 
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Characterization in the 11 Canterbury Tales" 
Ability to characterize is essential for a narrative 
writer, whether a novelist or ashort-story writer. Those 
who have set up this canon say that the characters delin-
eated must be worth knowing. Clayton Hamil ton says that 
it is mainly by supplying this need for representative 
men and women that the narrative· ·writer makes his charac-
ters worth-while, but after he has made them quintessential 
of a class, he must be careful a~ so to individualize them. 
Hamilton continues that unless the writer endows them with 
certain personal tratts that distinguish them from all other 
representatives or members of their class, whether actual 
or fictitious, he will fail to invest them with the illusion · 
of reality. Thus, every great character of fiction must 
exhibit an intimate combination of typicc~ and individual 
traits. The character is made t:rue by being typical,and 
convincing,by being individual. 
Now, the · :author has a va.ried choice of means by which 
he ma.y present his characters to hisreaders and which may be 
included under the headings, direct and indirect delineation. 
Chaucer does not confine himself· ·to anyone but dips into all 
methods. Direct delii:nea.tion may be by the author's direct 
statement, by exposition, by description, by psycholo gical-
ana~ysis, and by reports from other characters; inc_lirect 
delineation of character embraces the various ways by which 
certain charact eristics may be conveyed, a.sthrough necessary 
inference, by speech, by action, by effect on other char-
acters, by environment. 
18 
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If there is any one thing of which Chaucer is un-
questionably a master, it is characterization. Professor 
Kittredge, the profo_und Shakespee . rian and Chaucerian 
scholar, says that next to Shakespeare, Chaucer is the 
gre atest delineator of character in our literature. He 
is not only one of our greatest cha.racterizers but 11 for 
the first time, in Chaucer as in Van Eyck, character 
st ands out in relief. ul James Russell Lowell says "he 
is painting history., though with the fidelity of a 
portrait. He brings out strongly the essential traits, 
characteristic of genus rather than of the individual. il2 
Professor Kittredge as· well recognizes what Chaucer did 
for our literature in characterization. Mediaeval 
literature, he points out,3 wasa.lmost purely typical in 
its characterization. Chaucer vite~ized the types by 
virtue of his humorous and pathetic realism and by his 
dramati c ·power which he explains as the ability to 
nut one's self into the -ola.ce of various men and women 
- • T 
and then to express their nature in speech and action. 
·Apropos of Chaucer t s drarflatic power of character-
ization, let me say .that this power is the highest and 
most essential quality of his genius. The existence of 
his drwnatic power is shown in the individualism of his 
characters. Chaucer's Canterbury pilgrims are not only 
realistic and vivid but each, though the type of a class, 
is .. as definite as any character in Sha.kespea.re. The 
1Taine --- His :t. of Eng . Lit. , Chap. 3 : 11 The New Tongue" 
.::> Ja.s. R. Lowell --- Essay. on Chaucer in 11 My Study Window u 
0 Geo. 1. Kittredge : Chaucer and His Poetry p. 29 
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pilgrims are revealed to us in three ways, by extra-
ordinarily vi gorous and animated descriptions in the 
General Prologue, by self-description in their own 
prologues, by emphasizing the leading fe ature of ·their 
own character in the type of stories they tell . As · a 
good example of this character revelation, Percy W .
.Arnes cites the graphic portrayal of the Wife of Ba.th in 
the Pr ologue. She was a travelling dealer in cloth 
with a fair but red and bold face, red stockings, and 
shoes that were soft, supple, and fitted well. She 
wore kerchiefs on her head that were of fine quality 
and of a Sunday, often weighed ten pounds. She had had 
five husbands. No woman in Bath dared pass before her 
in church. She was gap-toothed and thoroughly con-
scious of it - - - in fact, callsattent ion to i t s becom-
i ngnes s . Her prologue --- probably the most plain 
spoken address eve r recorded of a woman --- is based on 
St . J erome's 11 Treatise onPerpetual Virginity." It is 
in this 11 long preamble of a tale" as ~ the Friar cal led 
it tho.t we get, besides the 11 ceaseless chatter of an 
indomit able tongue!' ·1 a fuller .and more vivid represen-
tation of her individuality. She delights in boasting 
of the life she led each of her husbands by her tongue. 
Finally, her ta~e illustrat es or strengthens her leading 
trait, for in it she maintains that wome~ 1 s chief desire 
is sovereignity over her husband. 
1Percy W. Ames in chapter on11 Life & Cha.racterization 
of Chaucer 11 in Chaucer Memori al Lectures for 1900 . 
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We have the Kni ght revealing his chivalric char act er 
nn the same way and he is similarly fitted with a tale. 
And likewise with the Clerk, the Second Nun, the Gentle 
Prioress, and the grosser charact ers as· well. 11 In all 
these Cha.ucer reveal s delicate ,penetrating, and con-
summate insi ght, and in t he fr amework and treatment of 
the whole, art, poetry, and genius are abundantly 
mani fest. nl 
When we think of characterization being individual, 
we border on realism and truene?s :· to life; thus, the 
relation between characterization and real ism is obvious-
ly quite close. Kittredge remar ks Chaucer's i mmense 
enthusiasm for life in this world and for the society of 
his fellow creatures, hi gh and low, . good and bad; "for 
re al men and women ------- - - kni ghts and soumners, ~millers 
and parsons, monks and merchants, delicate cloistered 
l adies and boisterous wives of :Bath. Wha,tever was good 
of its kind was a delight to him. And he had such 
stupendous luck in al ways meet ing nonpareils] 11 Let me 
cont inue to quote Professor Kittredge on this point, so 
much better can he word it. 11 'rhere was no better priest 
than the parson any where; no such Pardoner from one end 
of England to the other; never so great a purchaser as 
the Man of Law. I'f you sought from Hull to Carthage, you 
couldn t t find a mariner to match the Shipman. The Wife 
of Bath was ·so excellent a cloth-maker that she actually 
beat the Dutch . The Soumner 1 s bass· voice was more than 
1Percy W. Ames in chapter on Life & Charact erization 
of Chaucer in Chaucer Memorial Lectures for 1900. 
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twice as loud as ,-a trumpet. The Friar was the best beggar 
in his :convent. Vfuy, when the rascally alchemist c~1e 
riding paste-haste to join the pilgrims, whom he hoped to 
interest in some of his !COnfidence games, he was perspir-
ing so amairably that Chaucer gazed at him with rapture . 
"It was a joye fo~ to see him swete!" cries the poet in 
hi gh deli ght. A joy indeed------ he did it in such a 
thoroughly competent way. ul 
The greatness of the Prologue lies in the peculiar 
vividness resulting from a blending of the individual 
with the typical . With a stressing of the individual we 
get back to the sub ject of realism. Th~ Wife of Bath is 
given local habit ation. She is made real. And with 
realism in the characterization we also get comedy. 
Tai ne s ays 2 that it . (Chaucer 1 s Characterization) : often 
possesses ila lively vein that becomes so abundant that 
it furnishes an entire comedy, indelicate cert ainly, but 
so free and easy J" Of this the portrait of the Wife of 
Bath (who has buried five husbands) is typical. 11 V!fhat 
a tongue she hasJ Impertinent, full of vanity, bold, 
chatt er ing, unbridled, she silences everybody, and holds 
forth for an hour before coming to her tale. We hear 
her gr at ing, high-pitched, loud, cl ear voice wherewith 
she deafened her husbands. She continually harps upon 
the s ame ideas, repeats her re asons, piles them up and 
confounds them, like a stubbo:rn mule who runs along 
1 Kittredge --- Chaucer & His Poetry n. 32 
2Taine --- Hist. of Eng. Lit. ,Chap . 3 ; 11 The New Tongue" 
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shaking and ringing his bells, so that the stunned l isten-
ers remain open-mouthed, wondering that a single tongue 
can sp in out so many words. The subject was worth the 
trouble. She proves she did well to marry five husbands 
and proves it clearly like a woman used to argui ng. ul 
There is probably no other character in English 
literature who has caused so much comment as the co arse 
and gap-mouthed Wife of Bath. Root gives us a very vivid 
picture of her in his 11 Poetry of Chaucer 11 at some length.;::: 
After the picture, he gives an interpretation of her. He 
says .that when we regard her superficially, she is a 
thoroughly healthy animal, somewhat over forty, of sub-
stantial figure, dressed conspicuously, exceedingly 
coarse in speech, but withal a friendly, good-natured 
woman, and by no means lacking in shrewd, practical 
wisdom. Her manner of speech shows her illiteracy in 
spite of the knowledge her scholar-husband, Jenkin, en-
deavored to impart to her. Animalism is t he fr ank theory 
of her life. This ·. is conspicuous to us at the first 
glance and was to her companions on the pilgrimage. 
Chaucer recognized an unhappiness beneath her gayety . He r 
long preamble mentions the 11 wo that ia·in marriage. 11 To 
he~ marriage is the summum bonum of life(she argues)and 
indeed she ought to kno~ because she has been to the al tar 
five times and came to know the charms of married li fe. 
It is remarkable, howeve r, that in spite of her preference 
1Taine --- Hist. of Eng. Lit.,Chs;p .3: 11 The New Tongue 11 
2Root - --- Poetry of Chaucer , pp. 236 - 240 
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for the marriage state, none of her marriages were for-
tunate. Speaking of her husbands, Root notes the remark, 
11 Three of them were gode and two were badde; 11 but she 
wasn's really happy with any one of them. Money was the 
incentive of her first three marrie~es but the men whom 
she married were much older than she and were constantly 
rebuking her and refusing her enough allowance of money 
to satisfy her love of finery. Her fourth venture was 
with a reveller who roused her jealousy as she had roused 
that of his three predecessors. And finally, Jenkin, the 
fifth and, so far, the last in her matrimonial background, 
tried to rule her, always quoting from his books stories 
that were uncomplimentary to her sex. When at last, she 
finally got the upper hand, he disobliging died. Wasn't 
this the very essence of 11 tribulacioun in marriage? 11 
Yet vaguely the Wife suspects ~ her way of life is not 
essentially exemplary and 11 a subconscious conviction 
reaches masterful expression in the singl e expl anation. ,l 
11 AI. las! AllasJ that ever love was . sinne J 11 Again, 
she has become an invete rate traveller to relieve her 
restlessness on account of which she has saught strange 
lands, ----- Italy, Spain, and Frc_nce. She has been to 
Jerusalem three time and is on the road to St. Thomas' 
shri ne at Canterbury when we meet her first • 
And probably the great tragedy of her life is her 
increasing age. Her first marriage occurred when she 
was twelve and her fifth at the age of forty. She is 
lRoot --- Poetry of Chaucer pp. 237 - 238 
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surely fifty when we make her acquaintance. 11 It is not 
only "indomitable death 11 whose approach she has to dread , 
but the dulling of the sharp edge of pleasure on which 
~) 
her fancied happiness depends:ln 
11 But age, allasJ that al wol envenyme, 
Hath me biraft my beautee and my pith; 
Let go, fare-wel, the devel go ther witbJ 
The flour is goon, ther is na more to telle, 
The bren, as ! .best can, now moste I selle; , 
But yet to be right merry wol I fonde.n 
-There is a reckless bravado to these lines but also an unde~-
current containing a terribl e truth. The last line, 
11 But yet to .be right merry wol I fonde. 11 
suggests a forced and artifici al gayety. Professor LoLms-
bury ( as · -well as Root) also recognizes this "p rofound 
undertone of melancholyu2 underlying all the gayety which, 
in fine, is really superficial. Root suggests t he..t ,:we urge 
this deeper significence of the characterization agains t 
any who argue on the question of morality. "Chaucer has 
indeed chosen to depict an immoral woman, and he has al-
lowed her to reveal herself with a coarse plainess of 
lc:mguage which is '. sure to shock the fastidious of a more 
prudish age and which may · 'Well have shocked the more 
fastidious of Chaucer's contemporaries; but we must re-
member that Chaucer h as not apoligized for her immorality, 
nor attempted to represent i t other than it is. Some 
lRoot --- Poetry of Chaucer page 237 - 238 
2Lounsbury --- Studies in Chaucer , Vol. 2 , p. 526 
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readers may find the poem disgusting; but no one can 
cal l it seductive. Chaucer has, moreov:e:t', preserved 
the moral bala~ce by his clear appreciation of the 
fact that unstinted gratification of sense is not the 
road to happiness. ul 
We:·· generally assume that Chaucer took great pride 
in the creation of his human document, the Wife of Bat h , 
for he refers to ·it himself three times in other of his 
poems. No one can deny the extent to which Chaucerls 
genius is shown in the charc;.cter of the Wife of Bath 
but sane criticism must recognize that her theories 
debal' her from the realm of highest art. "Without 
doubt, Chaucer's portrayal. of the Wife of Bath is a 
more dazzling achievement than his portrayal of 
Conste.nce in the Tale of the Man of Law; and yet the 
cause of true art and huxnani ty is futhered ra,ther by 
the fi gure of Constance than by that of the Wife of 
Bath. u2 
' We have a curious coexistence of coarseness and 
delicacy, and yet it is the key to her whole charact er. 
Root conceives of the Wife of Bath as endowed originally 
with strong passions and vivid imagination. He suggests 
tha.t had she been born in a palc>.ce, she mi ght h a ve becmne 
your typical heroine of romance, "her inevitable lapses 
., 
from virtue gilded over with the romantic adornments of 
moonlight serenades and secret trysts. 112 But the Wife 
Poetry of Chaucer pp. 236 - 240 
Poetry of Chaucer,page 237 - 238 
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of Bath was born heiress to a weaver's bench r ather t han 
a marbl e palace and there was no opportunity for the 
development of her poetic imaginativeness. "Lc:mghed at 
by others for her fine spun fancies, she would cert ainly 
grow:.; ashamed of them herself. I can believe her ex-
cessive coarseness of speech was originally an affecta~ 
tion assumed to concee~ the natural fineness of her 
nature, an affectation which easily becomes a second 
natur e to her. Her strong passions demanded expression; 
and denlied a more poetical gratification, and quite un-
restrained by moral character, they expressed themselves 
in coarse vul garity. It is only when called upon to tell 
a story., to leave the practical every-day world, in which 
she is forced to live, for the other world of fantasy, 
that the original imaginativeness of her nature finds 
opportunity to reveal itself. If this conception of t he 
Wife of Bath be correct, her character becomes almost a 
tragic one, or at any rate belongs to that higher realm 
of comedy which borders on tears. ••1 
Before leaving the Prologue and considering the 
characterization of the Tales, I should like to consider 
two other great figures among the pilgrims, the Kni ght 
and the Prioress. As Chaucer draws the Knight, we have 
an ideal soldier and gentleman. His is a hi gher Christian-
ity than the kind usually professed by Christians. He has 
fought in many a hostile land for the propagation of his 
faith and in all places has he done honor to himself by 
lRoot --- Poetry of Chaucer, pp. 239 - 240 
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his characteristic wisdom, prowess, and courtesy. Professor 
Lounsbury remarks that it is his kindly consideration for 
the feelings of others, no matter what their station of 
life, that is his crowning virtue. Chaucer says 
11 He never yet no villainy ne said, 
In all his life unto no manner wight. 11 
adding double negatives to emphasize the point, the chi val-
ric courtesy with which he fully respected the rights and 
feelings of even the lowest with whom he was brought into 
contact. At the same time we find Chaucer's intellectual 
vision was ·~ sufficiently clear to recognize the wea.kness 
of t he Knight and in passing, it may be noted t hat this 
same power is strongly evident in his famous portre_i t in 
the Prologue of the Parson. Chaucer may not have been 
able to follow and put into practice the· right principles 
of purity, self-sacrifice, and devotion but he was able 
nevertheless to appreciate them in another. 
Professor Kittredge thinks that of all the Canter-
bury pilgrims none is more sympathetically conceived or 
more delica.tely portrayed than the gentle Prioress, Mme. 
Eglatine. She cert ainly makes a fine impression on the 
other members of the company and this impression is 
11 exquisitely suggested by the courtesy with which the 
Host invites her to tell a ·story after the Shipman has 
finished. 111 Her character is compounded of many· affec-
tions. She is fastidious in her dress and t abl e ma.nners 
and proud of her antiquated French which she thinks is 
Kittredge--- Chaucer & His Poetry, p. 175 
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the kind still spoke n. She is of noble bloO.d and has al-
ways been educateo_ in a religious order of the kind to 
which p eople of wealth and social position might entrus t 
the ca.1·e and finishing of their daughters. She st ands 
out as the typical-superior of a young ladies school. 
Sh e has a nun for a secret ary in her travel and three 
att endant priests to protect her from the more distaste-
ful contact with such members of the company as the Cook, 
the Mi l ler, or the Reeve. Her sweet dignity e..nd gentle-
ness and tenderness of heart are what make her such an 
exquisite lady. She tries not to keep a~oof from the 
others on the journey but rather is fond of society and 
pretends no stiffness of demeanor, for 
11 She p eyned her to countrefete chere 
Of court, and been estatlych of ma.nere. 11 
Professor Kittredge states that this couplet is frequently 
misunderstood as if the Prioress' bearing were "a l abored 
and affected irhi tat ion of polite behavior; it should imply, 
however, that her manners were exquisitely courtly, wi th 
t hat little touch of preciseness and finish which shows 
that one regards such things as of some concern.nl The 
Prioress was natura~ly fastidious and should be, ~ if only 
by virtue of her position in life. As for her ta~le 
et iquette, it is nothing more than 11 the perfection of 
mediaeval daintiness." The dainty Prioress 1 greatest oath 
----- everyone, at that time, hacl to swear by someone 
was nby St. Loy.u Kittredge asks, 11 0ould there be a 
!Kittredge--- Chaucer & His Poetry, p . 17? 
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sweeter or more ladylike expletive? nl He is convinced of 
its soft and liquid quality and that it doesn't distort 
the lips. And the good lady's tenderness of heart is 
surely expressed, for 
11 She wolde wepe if that she saw a rnous 
Caught in a trappe, if it were deed or bledde. 11 
and she took great anxiety over her little dogs whom she 
brought along on the journey. Chaucer says 
11 ore weep she if one of hem were deed, 
Or if men smote it with a yerde smerte. 11 
Thus the tenderness of heart was not only confined to a 
wounded mouse or a smitten puppy but says Root 11 mc>Jc es he r 
keenly susceptible to the tr..uest ·and deepest pathos. 112 
This is exemplified in the sincere Christian humility 
with which she invokes the Blessed Virgin,instead of with 
the calm assurance and ·self-confidence of a lady superior:--
11 My conning is so waylc, o bli sful quene, 
For to declare thy grete worthinesse, 
That I ne may the wei ghte not sustene, 
But as a child. of twelf monthe old or lesse, 
That can unnethes any work expresse, 
Ri ght so fare I, and therefer I you preye, 
Gydeth my song that I shall of you seye. 11 
We mi ght expect the Prioress to tel l a courtly ta~e as 
a woman of the world, but si nce her affectations are only 
superficial, we can e asily see that her legend of the 11li tel 
clergeonu is not told by mere accident but that the in-
lKittredge Chaucer & His Poetry, p . 177 
2 Root pp. 190 - 191 
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fini t ely pathetic le gend th2.t it is, is supremely attuned 
to her character. It is the legend of a pious little boy 
who was murdered for his childlike devotion to the Blessed 
Virgin. His mother sought him everywhere when he did not 
return---- 11with modres pi~ee in her brest enclosed." 
And now I quote Professor Kittredge again. 11 What, 11 he 
asks, "can the Prioress lcnow of a mother's fe elings?" a.nd 
he o.ns we rs his Qirm question when he says 11 everything; 
though she is never to have children, having chosen, so 
she thought, the better part. But her heart goes out in 
yearnings which she does not comprehend or try to analyze, 
to little dogs, and little boys at school. No where is -
the po~gnant trait of thwarted motherhood so affecting as 
in thi s character of the Prioress. 111 
Before leaving the charact ers of the Prologue to dis-
cuss the quc~ity of the characterization in the tales they 
tell , I wish to quote what Dryden said of them in t he 
seventeenth century. 11 I see all the pilgrims in the 
"Canterbury Tales,' 11 their humors, their features, and the 
very dress as distinctly as if I had supped with them at 
the Tabard Inn in Southwark. Some of them are virtuous 
c:.nd some are vicious; some are unle arned and some are 
learned. Even the ribaldry of the low characters is 
different ---- the Reeve, the Miller, and the Cook are 
several men, and distinguished from each other as the 
mincing Lady Prioress and the bro ad speaking, gap-toothed 
Wife of Bath." 
lKittredge pp. 178- 179 
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ChaucerJs skill at characterization in the Man of 
Le.w • s Tale has been frequently underestimated because 
of i gnora.nce of the art requisite to characterize after 
the manner used in this tale. Root, who sets forth 
this theory to which I ·· su'bsm'rlbif, avers that the diffi-
culty of the character- portrayal of Const ance resides 
in its simplicity and absence of complexity. He s ays 
t hat in bidding us pattern our imperfect natures aft e r 
the one perfect nature, we are bidden b~ Christianity 
to shake off our personal idiosyncrasies and markings 
that distinguish us from the pattern; so from thi~ we 
have the logical deduction that to achieve the Christian 
ideal , we must lose the traits which constitute our 
characters a s individuals. All this leads up to the 
p rop er interpret ation of Constance, for she is perfect, 
having att ained the ideal and so, to us her character 
seems shadowy or unreal . We might almost say she l a cks 
cha r<:teter entirely. It is certa.inly art to be able to 
dep ict such a one as Constance in such a way that in 
spite of her s.eeming unreality, we shall feel the force 
of her personality and love her and sympathize with 
he r in c~l her sorrows. 11 Chaucer is here working in the 
spirit of the Christian Middle Age which loved the per-
fect, the universal; it was the Renaissance which t au ght 
us to set store by the necessarily imperfect individual. ul 
Although Constance r s character is marked by lack of 
lRoot, p. 187 
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intelli gibility , it does possess a certain vivi dness 
which enables Constance to pass about attended by 
miracl es like a being from another world against 
Chaucer 1 s realistic backgr ound. The story is uin-
curabl e miraculous 11 1 and it ' would be at l east most 
inapp ropriate, if not incongruous, to attempt to 
rational ize her. 11 Though giving her more human 
feelings in order to enhance her pathos, he leaves 
her in a nimbus of conservatism which is the proper :· 
surroundi ngs of a religious figure, when he draws 
forward the rest of the story into a more modern 
light. ul We have a striking parallel of this in 
the treatment of Griselda i n the Clerk ' s Tale , and 
uj ust as by disclai ming an intention to hold up 
Griselda as a 1nodel to other wives , he (Chaucer) 
shows his consciousness of her remoteness, so here 
by affecting to attribute to all wives the sanctity 
of Conf:itance. ul 
Chaucer devotes ei ght full st anzas in the Prior-
ess' Tale to setting forth the sweetly simple child 
nature of the 11litel clergeon 11 , before he even hints 
at the trag ic murder. He depicts for us the l ittle 
cl erk walking daily to and from school, bending his 
knee , and saying an Ave before any i mage of the Virgin 
he passed. I n detail, we are shown how he learns the 
hymn, the singing of which is to cause his destruction. 
He hears the older children in the school singi ng the 
1 Tatlock, p . 180 
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liAlma Redemptoris. 11 We have a lucidly clear character-
.. ~ 
ization of the older sc.hool boy who teaches t he hymn and 
i t s meaning to the little clerk. He learns it as part 
of a school task but tlj.e little clerk is inspired with 
devotion. We can better appreciate Chaucer's s lcill in 
child-portraiture,if we but comp are these children with 
Macduff's son and those othe~ utterly impossible child-
ren in Shakespeare • s plays. And similarl'y, compare 
the Prioress• Tale as a whole with Tennyson's 11 In the 
Children's Hospital" and see how superior is Chaucer 
in t he true pathos and mere sentiment in the portrayal 
of chi ldhood. 
In my treatment of realism in the 11 Canter·oury 
Tales", I have pointed it out as a great achievement , 
but a greater achievement than t he realism is the 
creat ion of Chanticleer, a character that is re al and 
interesting , yet remaining a rooster, human and galli ne 
at once. We have in Chanticleer a combi nation of what 
is most hu-nan in a rooster and most gal line in a man , 
'
1a commo n quality in the two specie.s ----- egotism, 
personal vanity, in a word, the strut. n1 This is 
rea.J:ly the cause of Chanticleer 's ne ar..:tragedy, when 
the fox fools him with his flattery and as well, it 
. . 
is preeminently the quality of the domestic tyrant. 
"Darae Partlet becomes the typical housewife, 
kindly solicitous of her husband's welfare, even though 
she reproach him for his f aint heart, with 
lRoot n 217 
' .;.. . 
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11 He.ve ye no mannes herte, and han a berd? '' 
unwi l ling, of course, to accept his explanation of t he 
dre am ,_ confident in the superiority of her ovm wisdom 
and i n t h e efficacy of her ··: own homely remedies. n1 I 
mn sure we find this typic al of good wives today , al-
ways ready to prescribe their own remedies for their 
husbands, and typical of the husbands to insist t h ey 
do not need medii:.:cine. Dame Pa.rt l et is a past mast e1· 
at humoring Chanticleer's pretensions at knowl edge. 
Indeed , we find her quoting from one of his own 
authors and giving a lengthy scientific discussion 
of dre ams. 11 She hasn't lived with the learned Chan-
t icl eer for nothing. As for the cock, he is your 
t ypical pedant and egotist. He is proud of his voice, 
h i s lea rning , and his i nrrnense superiority to his 
wives, whose comp any he enjoys because of his superi or -
ity. But if Chanticleer is pedant and egotist, he 
is nevertheless a kindly soul, and we cannot but like 
h . Ill 1m. 
The l iterary value of the Second Nunts Tale l ies 
chief ly in the irrestible force 6f Ceci l ia's sweet 
personality. Another striking inst ance of a tale, t he 
re al l ite r ary val ue of which lies not in the plot, . 
however artistically conductedJ so much as in t he 
mas t erful characterization, is t he Soumner •s Tal e and 
t he splendid portrait of the dissembling fri a r. J ames 
Rus sell Lowell has cal led attention to t h e :L'ich s ug-
lRoot, p. 217 
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gestiveness of the line (to which I have referred in 
my discussion of Chaucer's realism):----
nAnd fro 1 the bench he droof awey the cat. 11 
There is no doubt but tha,t this was the very snuggest 
nossible corner. We have an admirable picture, as 
·well, of the good hospitable wife, weakening to 
flattery and believing in Friar John's prayers. The 
picture is height.ened by being a contrast to that of 
her churlish husband and his rough credulity. 
The characters in the Kni ght's Tale which are 
given the greatest prominence are the two noble kins-
men, Palamon and Arcite, Emily, and Theseus. Root s ays 
Emily is a fair vision of womanly beauty a~d grace anQ 
little more. We only hear Emily speak once in the 
entire st-ory when she prays to Diana -- and that 
is when the story is more than half done. 11 Chaucer 11 · 
' 
says Root, 1 11 k,ept her a fair vision and a name, letting 
us rea~ize her character only in its effect on others.'' 
He considers Theseus the most actual personage of t he 
groupy being . more the motive power of the plot) since 
it is his acts and decisions that determine the whole story • 
Root thinks that it is not the characterization but in 
the description that the Knight's Tal e resides. This 
is true to an extent, but when one is agreed that the 
description is an accessory to the characterization, I 
t hink it is the characterization that should be given 
first rank . I find I am supported in this view of mine 
by M. E. Haweis' discussion of -Chaucer's characters in 
1Root, p . 172 
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the "(Dublin) University Maga.zine 11 for January, 1879. 
He thinlcs that 11 the vi gor and entl1usiasm as well as 
the extreme subtlety with which all the characters 
are worked out, render the Knightts Tale, the great-
est,as it is the most picturesque, of the "Canter-
111 bury Tales. 11 
Haweis points out the fact that cursory readers 
of Chaucer most commonly confuse and misapprehend 
the characters of Palamon and Arci te. Never was t here 
a difference like this between two men or two np.tures 
more complex and interesting and more beautifully 
contrasted. Palamon's violent passions are continually 
getting the best of him. He is reckless, irri.table, 
and f .rantically jealous. Arci te is his anti thesis; 
in him, we find a man also of strong passions ,,but he 
ltnows how to control them on all occasions. By far 
the nobler of the two, he is wise, clever, and cool-
headed, and unselfish. His common sense never gives 
way to rage and misery, but the two run riot with 
Palamon's equanimity. When he becomes imprisoned, 
he becomes almost mad. "Throughout the story all 
incidents are calculated~to display in strong relief 
the absolute differences of character and the superior-
ity of the one over the other under a similar pressure 
of love bringing endless perils in its wake. ul 
Palamon at once breaks the bond of the once 
staunch affection between him and his kinsman the 
lcharacters of Chaucer --- By M.· E. Haweis 
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moment they both express their love for Emily. This 
out-rages Arcite but, as far as is possible in a rival, 
he retains a friendly feeling towq.rd him and refrains 
from harming him when he is in his power. Palamon, on 
the contrary, is alway s ready to ruin his friend when-
ever the chance appears, but Chaucer excuses him on the 
grounds that he is 11 :wood (mad) for love." 
The first glimpse the two young men -get of ~aily 
is a striking one. We have her described as she goes 
about the enwalled garden adjoining the prison, in the 
merry month of May: 
11 And as an aungel hevenlyche sche song.n 
Palrunon, first sighting her, mistakes her for Venus and 
prays to her as such. Arci te runs to his summons _, but 
at once recognizes that she is mortal and dedic ates his 
lifets service to her. Here we have the effect a sin gl e 
incident makes on two distinct charact ers. 
On his release, Arcite attempts the perilous strat-
agem of concealing his identity in Theseusi court by 
selZ'ving as a page to the fair Emily, a1 though a pri ce 
is set on h is head. Chaucer gives us a touching and 
yet exciting picture of Arcite•s labor and self-suppres-
sion in Theseus' court, emphasizing his strength of 
purpose, courage,and devotion. Haweis says Theseus is 
the most genial and "gentil-herted 11 of pol itical foes 
and is drawn ncon Amore. 11 For fire and brill i ancy of 
description ~he mode of Palamonts escap e, the mad en-
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counte r with Arcite in the grove and the great tourna-
ment should be read in the original to get the comulete 
extent of Chaucer's abilities. Palamon, in the end, 
becomes Emily's husband, though our interest in the t ale 
ceases after we read of Arci te 's mournful death c..nd 
magnanimous treatment of Palrunon. 
We have gems of characterization in the Miller's 
Tale . Chaucer finds words insufficient to convey to 
us what an extremelY: daJnty morsel was Alison. He gives 
us a charming picture of the young wife in her. quaint, 
smart dress and her tempting , half-mischievous face. 
He described her attire with so much gusto as if it were 
the portrait of some d<:dnty neighbor, 11 the very types 
' 
of whose volupere are f mniliar to him so that he knows 
the pattern traced upon them corresponds with that of · 
her collar and the front of her smock. nl All the 
similes used in her description are from country life; 
11 all flowers and fruits are pressed into her service 
and count r y drinks and occupations and country beasts 
and birds; a whole yearts sweet scenes come before the 
mind: 111 
~Fair was the younge ~yf, and therwithal 
As any wesil her body gent and smal l; 
A seint sche ' :werede, barred al of sylk , 
A barm-cloth eek as whit as mo rne milk 
Upon her l endes. 
39 
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Full smal ypulled weren hir browes, too 
And tho were beutJ as blak as any· slo, 
Sche was wel more blisful on to see 
Than is the newe perjonete tree, 
And softer than the wol is of a wethir.n 
Nowhere could you find or even conceive of a sweeter or 
gayer popillot (sugar plum) than she, the poet info rms 
us. There is something infectious about the personality 
of the pretty, busy creature as she sings at her work, 
llbut "by no means unconscious of app roving gl ances as she 
-
does it ---- which she returns from under her carefully 
tended eyebrows ---- and quite ready for a bit of fun. nl 
"But of her song , it was as lowde and yerne 
As any swe~we chitering on a berne; 
Therto she cowde skippe and make a game 
As any kyde or calf folwyng his dame. 
Her mouth was sweete as bra.gat is or meth 
Or hoord of apples layd in hay or beth 
Winsing sche was as is a joly col t , 
Long as a mast, and upri ght as a bolt. 11 
Ha_weis considers the number of pleasant images in the 
des cription of Alison as quite remarkable. He has to end 
her praises somewhere, so he cro~~s her with primroses 
and he.artsease and ex~l:a.ims: 
"She was a urimerale and a piggesneggle! II 
Her husband Johan was a rich carpenter who kept an inn 
f or the accommodation of Oxford students who could not be 
taken care of in the academy halls, Thus, Alison 1 s duties 
were a cross between those of inn-hostess and tradeswoman , 
lnubl in Uni v. Magaz ine, Vol. S3 , p . 26 
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most l ikely keeping her husband's trade books, and re-
ceiving and entering the orders. A channing book-keeper, 
I run sure. When she is presented to us in the story she 
is yet a new bride still possessing childish tastes and 
a love of frolic. Our prejudices from the first are al-
most always in favor of Alison, for sl'le has the i:ri sfortu,ne 
to be married to a jealous and stupid old man who is 
we akly fond of her. 11 His affection was too f oolish to 
-COt!Ui1and her respect; his jealousy naturally provoked her 
to break her chains; and his crass i gnorance and credulit y 
made her incline naturally to a man who was so much his 
supe rior clever --- as clever as herself --- and young 
and learned, and f&~ed - - - as Nicholas, the re al hero of 
the story. 111 
Characteristic of her is the way Haweis describes 
the readiness with which she slips into the wiles of 
Ni cholas; and similarly characteristic, her indiffe rence 
to the dapper parish clerk, Absolon. There is no doul;t 
but that mo st women would have f avored for a lover one 
like Abs Gl on- who was no t without influence in t h e abbey. 
This is where Alison 1 s individuality becomes self-~s-
sertive; self-interest is n~t her chief aim in life. 
11 Possi bly she feJ. t awkward before so superior a person and 
scorned him with a little chagrin. n1 The "lovely l okes " 
~ " 
he cast on her among other pretty wives were not enticing 
to her. Yet we ~now that Alison was essentially a 
coquette,and we have no re ason to believe that she dis-
Characters of Chaucer --- by M. E.Haweis, 
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couraged these 11lovely lokes." Alison was also essentia~-
ly a woman, and many a woman , without li king the man , craves 
the homage he pays her. 
Nicholas, of course, is in a more advruite_geous posi-
t ion theJl Absolon. He lodges in Alison's very house, this 
Nichol a s, the 11 poor scholar", whose shrewdness and genera1 
smat t ering of the sciences had got him the title, 11 hendy . 11 
urr:ne picture of this favored swain is minute. He was 
a sly dog, and knew love secrets and tricks but was demur e 
as a maid to see! 111 In those d?.YS, it was not held as a 
life-necessity to have a private sleeping chamber but in 
the carpenter's inn, Nicholas had one al l to himself b e-
decked with scented herbs and himself s·weet-smelling a s 
liquorice . His books and astrolabe and angrim stones, 
all so carefully arranged at the head of his bed; his 
p ress covered with red cl oth and, ironically enough, 
crowned with his psaltery, al l complete the picture 
Chaucer gives us 11 of a man dangerous enough to harbor in 
one IS house With a Wild young Wife,~ and WhO must needs 
compare with the dirty-handed, muddle-headed carpenter, 
not to the latter Is advantage. What young wife would not 
make the comparison? 111 Chaucer Is lack of pity for J ohan 
is attributable to his int olerance of ill-assorted 
mat ches: 
11 Men schulde wedde after he~e astaat, 
For eelde and youthe ben often at debaat; 
But syn that he was brought into the snare 
He moste endure as othere doon, his c a re." 
' 1 IDha racters of Chaucer --- by M. E. Hawei s, 
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So we have the runusing revel at ion of the nl ot of Alison 
end Nicholas to rid themselves of Johan. It seems 
ri diculous that Johan should be t aken in by Nichol as ' 
prediction of the return of Noah's flood and that their 
only sc~vation lies in Johan 's sojourn in the tub h~1g 
from the rafters of the house. Alison holds him in 
grea.ter cont empt when she rea.lizes her husband 1 s credu.li ty. 
And apropos of her treatment of Absalon , Haweis suggest s 
that it is merely child's mischief. She permi ts his 
dai l y 11 wowing 11 but it is Nicholas, who has the advc:m-
tage of being const antly thrown to gether with her, whom 
s he loves. Haweis suggests also that perhaps she used 
one lover as a 11 bling 11 for the other. She pays little 
or no attention to Abs al on 1 s serenade one night ,;when 
she ahd Johan are · wakened by his 11 crowing as a ni ght-
i ngal e. n I t deli ght s Johan, t his indifference of his 
wife to the parish clark ---
11 What, Ali soun, here stow not Absalon 
That chaunteth t hus under our boures wal? 
And sche answeeed her housband therwithal 
Yes, God woot, Johan, I here it every del. 11 
Thi s seeming fidelity to him and indifference to Ab-
s 2~on transports the jealous husband, but Alison t akes 
encouragenient therefrom. He believes in the theory 
that silence gives consent. So he plucks up courage 
and seeks a kiss from Alison 1 s window one night. Chaucer 
very a~usingly depicts the anticipation of the foppish 
youth , who b ecomes so good-natured all day awaiting 
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ni ght , that when be sprinkled the women with incense, 11 of 
no wyf ne took he noon offrying . 11 
So J ohan takes the prescribed prece.utions against 
t he flood and suspends himself in a tul) from the r afters 
a nd Ab s o.lon, noti ng his absence, dres s es himself in hi s 
Sunday best and chews s weet-smelling herbs to keep hi s 
bre e.th all nice for Alison and comes after his coveted 
ldss. "Go fro the window, jack fool, 11 she excl a i ms. 
When h e ' returns the second time ,she does not even bother 
going to t h e window, but 11 hende 11 Nicholas, too much 
b eside himself with joy, goes in her stead and is 
scorched by Absolon 1 s re d liot poker. He shrieks for 
water and the suspended Johan , thinking i t is the re-
turn of t h e deluge, crashes to the f loor, tub and al l . 
Alison and her lover raise gre a t commotion and announce 
to the villagers that Johan is labouring under a mania 
that is incurable . 
The characters ~ in .; tbi~ ,the Miller 's Tale , are not 
as minutely delineated as many of Chaucer 1 s other 
creat ions yet they are tr tangi bl e and unmis ta.keable 
realities, well-con:brasted, and not in the least resembl ing 
any others in the Tal es, 
"Ali son is a woman for all time. She'll never b e 
e xtinct while naughty girls exist, by no means bad all 
through, •by no means ready to give herself wi thout l ove 
even at the prompting of interest and with laxity of 
moral e still more common then even . than now. Johan, dense 
stupid , good-natured and self-satisfied, is counter- balanced 
by that splendid conception of 11 hende 1i Nichol a s , the "poor 
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scholar" at Oxford,on the strength of"his friend's finding 
and his .rent. 111 
I This tale gives us another instance of the Close inter-
rel ation of humor and characterization. Haweis says that 
the humor with which Chaucer trea.ts the incidents of this 
tale passes description. The sketches of the incidents 
are nothing slight or superficial. "Every line, like a 
drawing by Landseer or Rubens, bears the va.lue of the 
master 's past years of thought and labor, and car_ries 
more meaning than twenty by a meaner artist . .,l 
The characterization of the Clerk 's Tale is one of 
the great things in the "Canterbury Tales. a In discussing 
the characterization of Constan·ce in the Man of Law• s Tal e, 
I pointed out cert ain analo gies to Griselda in this tale . 
Haweis asks, "What character could be more clearly defined, 
more p rofoundly thought out than that of the Marquis? u 
Chaucer got the tale from Petrarch,but in the bor~owing 
made out of it a masterpiece 11by his own intense appreciation 
of it and the addition to it of the little delicate touches 
of detail, satire, or pathos which display his sound p rac-
tical sense as well as humor . ul 
It is the greater complexity of his character tha t 
akes it more interesting than that of Griselda. His is a 
spoilt chi ld grown to manhood without ever having lost his 
love of liberty,and with the acquired passion of ruling 
others and making them slaves to his will , without injur-
ing them. 
1Chara.cters of Chaucer ---- by M. E. Haweis , 
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Tlle character is very carefully portrayed. Though 
uncertain in temper, on the whole,he was kind and genial. 
Courteous and honorabl e and handsome, yet he proved 
lacking in some things his position demanded, a.s for 
instance, possessing no· inclinat ion for marriage. "'Ivhe n 
his people came "flock meal 11 to entreat him to marry> it 
is clear he was prepared with his answer. He knows of 
one who , e_s his wife, will be go od to his p eople --- wi l l 
make herself popular by her virtues , by her t act, by her 
mental qualities --- and who at the same time will not 
rob him of his soverei gnity --- not interfere with his 
liberty of action or give him any trouble. n1 
His capriciousness is obvious in the way by which 
he decides to select a Vl.rife. He makes all the arrange-
ments as fixing the date, orderi ng the clothes and jewel s, 
inventing and gathering together all the guests who are 
all i gnorant of the identity of the bride. The bride 
hersel f does not know it. We get a very human picture 
of Griselda with her dirty hands and ha.ir, dishevel led 
in the morning ind, running with her watering -can to 
see the bride passing . Marquis Walter hails her--- not 
an cmusual thing, for he had often spoken with the good 
girl in his ri des about the country. He is full of 
respect and reverence foi' Griseldats modesty and dili gence, 
as hurriedly she sets the watering can in the ox-sta~l 
when bidden by the Marquis. She is completely oblivious 
lcharacters of Chauce r ---- by M. E. Haweis 
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of s elf --- not even bothering to remove her apron or 
smooth her h air. She answers Waiter's su~mons and 
questions re-spectfully and out or gratitude for his call. 
Wnen ~e states his design, she fetches her father al-
t hough she knows that Walter's will will have to be 
ca r r ied out. · She, and al l the countryside for that 
r:1c;,tter, have reco gnized his cap riciousness and his ec-
centricities, yet t hey lcnow that under them,he is trul y 
lovable,and so have come to love as wel l as resp ect him. 
Grisel da obeys her ~rd most humbly ru1d genuinel y 
p romises never to disobey. At this time, Wal t er is 
ut t e r l y in earnest and we find him treati ng Gri s el da c:.s 
if she were a duch es s. He adorns her as hi ::: b ri de, s et s 
her on a white horse, and mar r ies her. After t heir 
arri age, Griselda sti l l ret ains her humility . I t s 
inco r r i gi bility bothers Wal ter and p rompted by shee r 
b ewil de nnent at Griselda's virtues, he dec ides to try her . 
He dep~ives Grisel da of t heir first chi l d, p r e tendi ng 
to her t h at he is goi ng to exp ose it to t he el ements. 
Gri selda shows no outward sign; she continues to l ove her 
husbe.nd, assumi ng he has tre ated h e r just l y and i s doin6 
t he ri ght t h ing . Before long , Wal ter dep rives her of 
thei x second chi ld, a son, whom they've h ad for t wo yea rs 
and to whom Griel.elda is devotedly attached . This is a 
gre at pang for Griselda and under its p ressure, we hea r 
her e xp ress a few bitter words of anguish: 
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11 I have , quod s che, s ayd thus, ever schc:.l , 
I wol no thing , ne wil no thi ng ce rt ayne 
But as you list, nought greveth me at al l 
Though that my doughter and. my son be slayn 
I have not hat no part of children t wayne 
But first syknes, and. a f t er wo and pa,yne. 11 
She s ay only t hi s but remains f aithful to her husband. 
And. here, Haweis seems to see a vit e~ crisis for him: either 
Griselda i s t he most admirabl e woman in t he world o r el se 
she is a perfect hypocrite. Wal ter decides t o put his 
wi f e to the test and see. It seems stra.nge t hat We~ ter 
should prefer to l ive for five years in susp ens e and 
dupl icity s;md be wi l ling to make h is wife mise r able , 
when he re ally loved he r. 
Griselda ts hLffi1ili ty is incorr i gible. Bitter indeed 
i s the ne ws of his intention t o divorce Griselda, but she 
had f orseen it and was schooled to hear it. She rna .. ke s no 
questioning or no censuring ; she nerely hopes for he r 
husbcmd ' s happiness. When he orders her from the house , 
to take he rsel f hence :as she c axne, she t akes him at 1;lts 
word. Remembering tha t she . did not even bring the clothe.s 
on her back as dowry, she answers him with t h at pathos 
"which ha s no mat ch in any l angua ge. 111 She asks f or a 
single favor - - - in favor of the maidenhoo d>< 
11 Whi ch that I b roughte and nought a.gen I bere, 
As voucheth s auf to give me to my meede 
But such a s nock as I was wont to were. II 
1 Characters of Chaucer ---- by M. E. Haweis, 
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This gives Wa.l ter a chance to be still more cruel than he 
had ori ginally intended. 
"The smock, quod he , that thou hast on thy bak 
Let it be stille, and ber it forthe with the.« 
Walt er is immediately seized with pity and remo rse and lest 
he weaken in. his ri gid trial of Griselda, he rushes off. I 
think the picture Chaucer gives us of poor Griselda clean-
ing up the castle for her successor is infinitely pathetic. 
She works on cheerfully, though undoubtedly with a broken 
heart and before long, we find Walter a sking "How liketh 
thee my wife and her beautee? 11 to the answer of which she 
summons all her strength when she replies, 11 Ri ght well , my 
lord, for I never s aw a fairer. 11 
Wal ter 1 s brutality finally becomes mel ted by the 
power of Griselda's constancy and innocence. The human 
element, if it has at all been absent in Griselda, returns 
with a vim when, araid Walter ' s cares s es, she learns that 
the babes which she has never once forgotten in her mis-
fortunes are in front of her. Gri selda is overcome and 
though she had borne up most acLmirably in her sorrow, f Ell s 
stupefied to the ground, unabl e to bear up unde r grea_t 
happiness. 
Haweis points out . that Chaucer ' s common sense s urvives 
his interest in Griselda when he confesses the story is 
not to l d for example to other wives, for it would be un-
bearable, 11 even if they would 11 this latter a. thoroughly 
Chauceria.n touch, but for the lesson that we should all 
be brave in the fac e of adversity. Hawe i s considers 
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Griselda a finely-drawn character; she is the mediaeval 
ideal of womanhood, although to us, he says, her over-
submissiveness suggests cerebral infirmity. Her courage 
is her finest quality, her quiet dignity in restraining 
herself before the folk that proves her patience found 
its root in strength rather than in weakness as is often 
suggested. ur he real moral of the tale is the exc;mple 
she affords of the complete disinterestedness and the 
tenacity of love. ul 
From these various examples of skillful characteriza~ ·. 
tion in the 11 Ca.nterbury Tales" which I have proposed, 
it is clear that many of the phases of society which 
Chaucer has delineated are strikingly unlike our own, but 
in treating them he has shown 11 such a grasp of human 
character and so shrewd and good-humored an insi ght into 
the intricacies of the human mind, that his fi g't.lres, like 
those of our great dramatist Shakespeare, are fi gu:r:es for 
al l time. 111 
And in concluding the subject of the characteriza-
tion of the "Canterbury Tales 11 , let me quote from Ten 
Brinl<:, that eminent qerman Chaucerian scholar. He 
writes, "We receive such an exact idea of the men he is 
describing that we can almost see them bodily" before us. 
The noet's intuition and powers of observation are quite 
as wonderful as the art by which he lets his characters 
grow gra.dual.ly before our eyes. 11 
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Chauce r is undeni ably t hen a gre a.t char acter de-
l i neator in our literature. His charact ers are all worth 
knowing , i f only fo r the purp ose of bro adeni ng our out-
look on l ife. Chaucer does not confine himself • erely 
to one manner of del ineat ing his characters . He gives 
them to us in a variety of p resent at ions 9as I have earlier 
pointed out. The vividness of the characteri zation is 
hei ghtened by its dra.n1atic power. The poet give s us 
comedy , realism, patij.os, contrast, homor, and so on, in 
the drawings of men and women with which he p resents us. 
He recognizes these el ements in life, and as Chaucer is 
a real ist, he portrays his men and women as li fe nroduces 
them . 
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Re a~ ism 
S-, ealcing of Chauce r 's ri ght to f ame as a poet, 
Hallam shrewdly says 11 i t is chie f ly as a comic poet and 
a minute obse r ver of manners and ci rc-wnst ances that he 
excels. 11 Chaucer may be said to be a positive rather 
than a negative xe al ist; never completely removing un-
rea~ity, he is constantly addi ng real ity to his work. 
The motl ey compl exion of the company in the Prolog11e 
and their adventures on the r oad to Canterh).l.ry give 
us to many hwnorous situations whi ch add gre atly to 
the real ism of the whole. The drrunatic re al ism and 
life-likeness of t he Tal es is due to the individual ized 
characterization of the various port raits. It is this 
feature that makes the Prologue and t he whole body of 
t he work a; comp endi wn of human life as it passed before 
Geoffrey Chaucer. Individuc;~ized characterization .of 
types makes his work infinitely great er in reality and 
i n human sympathy. Chaucer's men and women are real 
• 
men and women, a fact which I hope t o bring out more 
compl etely when discussing characte rization .. 
We can hardly appreciate to its full ext ent t he 
drastic realism of the boldness wi th which the drunken 
Mille r uushes himself forward to tell ·a stor;y,when t he 
Kni ght has ended his romance of Palamon and Arci te. 
Chaucer's fruitful observation of l~ fe is proved by t his 
example. If an anecdote has something i n cornmon with a p er..., 
son p resent, it a1 way s gains g. point. The Canterbury 
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pil gTi ms are constantly recognizing this. Th e !iller and 
the Reeve, ~hose tal es are Zolae sque in thei r realism , 
make use of the ch2.nce. The Miller tells a t ale with a 
reeve the butt of the joke played , so the Reeve re t urns 
the compliment in the tale of a mi ller . Chaucer 
h ei ghtens the dramatic real:hsm of the pilgrimage by 
using the same device a gain of making e ach of these 
rascals de:noli sh the other in the case of the Soumner 
and t h e Friar. The chief interest of the Prol ogue to 
the Wife of Bath's r.r a.l e is in its portrayal of a hwnan 
type. It is a great human document, brut ally fr ank in 
its re al ism. We have re alism of the hi ghest order in the 
dramatic indi gnation of the Yeoman, in the Canon Yeo::nc.n' s 
vi 
1ale, when he discovers he has played. for a gull. In s·o ite 
of the clever i nt ri gue, t he clear characte r iz a tion, and the 
well-conducted narrative, the chief artistic me r it of the 
Shi pman 's Tal e (which gives us such a dis agree able p ictuli!e 
of treachery and lust) consists in the realis t ic picture we 
get of a well-to-do bourgeois household, and of t he b us-
iness methods of a fourteenth century merchant with which 
Shaucer must have been familiar a.t the London custom-house. 
The pi cture of the poor woman 's cottage and barn-yard in 
the lhm's Priest's TeJ.e is as realistic as any genre 
painting . Root s ays of the re al ism of this story o f 
Chanticleer, "Chauce r 1 s first ca.re in retelling the old 
s tory was t .:) g i ve heightened col or and re ali sm to his 
background. He goes out into t h e country and paints a 
p easant's cottage such a s must h ave been matter of comrnon 
exp erience to readers of his own day --- the simple 11ouse 
of t wo rooras, with its sooty '11all 1 servi ng as ~ ki tchen, 
living-room, hen-house, ba.rn, and lJ i g-sty, and the 
smaller 1bower 1 where slept the widow and her daughters. 
We 're given a view of the everyday peasant life, its 
hard work and meagre fare, its narrowing interests; al l 
this serving as a sharp contrast to the lordly elegance 
ccnd wide intellectual scope of Chanticleer. Still it is 
not an unhappy life that Chaucer shows; if the widow's 
board is but plainly furnished f orth, she has as rec oi"J-
p ense a good digestion :-
111rhe goute lette hir nothi ng for to daunce , 
N 1 apoplexye sheute not hi r heed. u 
Best of al l she has that 1herte 1 s suffisam1ce' which makes 
any life worth while. Once agai n, later in the t al e, the 
p eas ant life 1 reasserts itself when the widow, he r daughters 
the neighbors, a..n.d all the animals of the farm in wild 
b edlan join in the hue and cry after the marauding f ox . 
Both these p ictures have all tl1e vividness and realism of 
a Dut ch ge.n re painting by Teniers or Gerard Dou , ul 
In the Soumner ' s Tale, we can 1 t help remar king 
Chaucer t s peculi a r genius for realism. It is when the 
friar drives the dat off the bench in order to sit in the 
warmest spot himself. This alone is a masterpiece of 
re al ism. In the Friar's tale, Chaucer hei ghtens the 
recl ism by giving a detailed descrip tion of the summoner 
and his methods; by the vivid picture of the carter urg-
1 Root, p. 214 
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ing his horses, Broc and Scot, thro' the heavy slough, 
whacking them and cursing them, while the wagon sticks , 
calling down all the blessings from heaven when the 
wheels begin to turn; and by the half-hu~orous half-
pathetic figure of old Mabely indignantly repel l ing 
the STh~moner's persecution, wishing him and the new 
pan which he covets both to the devil together. 
Chaucer has more than once been accused of letting 
his realism go beyond the bonds of propriety, border-
ing on the i mmoral. I find that in his 11Studies in 
Chc.,ucer 11 , Professor Lounsbury goes into some detail 
about Chaucer's tre atment of the i mmoral and remar ks 
11his treatment is something altogether distinct from 
what has in later ti'mes generally characterized works 
of t he sort. There is about the most objectionabl e 
of hi s stories nothing of that steamy licentious 
c:~t rnosphere which unconsciously enervates t he more,l 
sense, even if it does not directly stimulate the pas-
sions. This is due in a measure to his outspokenness. 
Chaucer insinuates nothing, suggests nothing.. W'nat 
he means, he says with almost startling distinctness. 
Far more, however, is it due to the fact that the 
interest of the story as a story does not depend upon 
the sin that enters into it. That may be essential 
to its development. It is not, however, the point to 
which the attention is supremely directed. Ordinarily 
it is, in truth, little more than an incident. In t he 
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Reeve's Te.le, it is the rascality of the Mi l ler to which 
the thoughts of the reader are turned. In the Merchant's 
Tale, the union in marriage of youth and age i s ::the 
central idea about which the whole inte rest of the action 
revolves. Moreover, while Chaucer recognized what woul d 
be urged against these stories, it is fair to add that 
he could not have anticipated the character of some :. of 
the strictures to which they have been subjected. 111 And 
ap ropos of this sarae question of coarseness in the re al-
ism of Chaucer, Professor Lounsbury writes somewhat 
earlier in his 11 Studies 11 , 11 Thi s appeal on the poet t s p art 
to different natures in the choice of his subjects b r ings 
us to a consideration of the char ge brought ags.i nst 
Chaucer for the coarseness of some of his tales. Chauce:r 
is purposing to give a p icture of human life in its 
entirety. · He is not to be censured because some of its 
aspects are disagreea.ble and de gradi ng. Rat her is he 
t o be commended for holding the mirror up to nature. 
And again, the coarseness exhibited in Chaucer's stories 
was not anything personal tb the author, but a charactel·-
istic of his century. 
What Chaucer did, he did with his eyes open. He set 
out to dep ict the life of the time in all ±.ts varied p he.se s , 
a s no one before or since has ever attempted the task . 
The actors he brought upon the stage ran through all gr ades 
of society, from t he hi ghest to the lowest. It was his 
evident purpose to make the various personages that f orm 
1 Lounsbury's 11 Studies in Chaucer, 11 p. 357 
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part of h is company sp eak in char a cter. He did not a s k 
Yihe ther t h e conduc t he desi gned was good conduct, de-
si r able conduct, p ious c onduct, but whether it formed 
the prop er material for the p icture he was dra wing . 
Ce r t ain p eople were vulgp..r, their feelings were vulgar , 
their conversa tion was vulgar. If he exp ected to sue-
ceed in portraying the whole life of t h e times, it was 
just as necesse.ry for him to rep rese nt the i gnoble side 
of h~nan nature as it was the noble. All play of human 
passions had a ri ght to be presented. While, t herefore , 
he wouldn 't go out of his way to seek the vul gar and the 
low , h e did not refuse to depict it when it c ame in his 
l 
way . 11 
Professor Lounsbury s ays t hat no other author hc:.s 
clung so closely and so persistently to the language of . 
common life as Chaucer. Wordsworth was particularly 
attracted by this quality and cited Chaucer a s an 
autho rity for the course he adouted in his revolt against 
t he art ificial diction prevalent in the poetry of his 
day . The e a se with which Chaucer could treat the s i nmlest 
themes is contrasted with the difficulty and frequent 
failures of one of the · g reatest of .his s uccessors. Ho rc:.ce 
hc:,s s aid tha t it is difficult to s ay comrt~on things with 
propriety. Chaucer evinces unrival led s kil l in his ability 
to surmount that difficulty . Only a fe1 ' can discourse of 
mean t hing s without doing it meanly, and rep eating the 
p rosaic without becoming pros aic, of narrating the;·11 in t he 
l Lounsbur y 1 s 11 Studies in Chaucer 11 , p . o48 
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pleinest terms and yet investing them with poetic charm . 
Professor Lounsbury considers this poss ible only in t he 
p ower of genius,but not in the .power of all genius. He 
considers it within the.t of Che.ucer, however . 
We almost get an impression of understatement fro m 
the simplicity Chc~ucer 1 s words manage effectively to 
produce. He can deal vvi th the commo nplace wi thout be-
comi ng so himself. Chaucer is c apabl e of p assing from the 
g r avest to t he lightest topics vv-i thout in any way jarring 
the reader. Sometimes Chauce r beco;Jes so free ae. al·. o st 
to be c m:1 e dari ng . After the high-wrought description of 
the tournament in the Kni ght 's Tal e, he recites the 
devices to which t .he phys±ci ans resort in their efforts 
to save Arcite 1 s life. Chaucer co ns i ders these efforts 
futile , bec ause they get no aid from na ture. Consider his 
comment: 
"And cert a inly t here nature wi ll not wirche, 
Fa rewell physicl Go bear the man to churcll! 11 
By Wc~Y of antithesis, Chaucer passes from this qu .int s.ide-
li ght to the pathetic parting scene between Arc i c e and 
Emi ly for whom he is to die . We get no suggesti on of t h e 
incongr-uous or the inappropriate from such r ap id tran-
sitions a.s these. Chaucer gives us tears and laughter a s 
we get them in life, --- side by side . He c a n show us the 
gay and at tiraes almost comic element t112,t is often char-
acteri stic ofexciting and sorrowful scenes,without giving 
his Tee"der the sli ghtest sensat ion of shock, and this is 
the very essence of realism. 
• 
Chaucer paints for us men e-nd women as they a:re in 
real l ife under the stress of human circumsta.nces, he 
paints for us pictures of life and it s obj ects as they 
are when we look at and touch them, he mingles the gay 
and the sao_, the joyful and t he sorrowful as we find 
them in life. Chaucer could treat romance as well a s 
realisn1,but he never reached such heights of f ant e.sy e"s 
mi ght make him seem improbable. He i s a rea.l ist first, 
l c:. st , and always and it is this quality of giving us 
in hi s works the p eople we know , doing the things we 
exp ect them to do , tha t attracts us to him. 
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Descrip tion 
No less bril l i ant t han the humor , real is;, , e.nd chc:~:t:-
a ct e riz at ion of t h e 11 Canterbury Tal es 11 is the pov.rer of 
bermt iful description of whi ch Chauce r was CE.pable . 
Through his p ower of descrip tion are we g iven those splen-
did p o r trai ts in t he General Prol ogue , the char ming de-
scription of Vir gini a 's maidenly l oveliness in the 
Phys i ci an's Tal e, and those vivicUy descriptive pas sages 
v;h ich supremely a rrest the attention and malce the Kni ght t s 
T a~e a splendi d p ictured tc-p estry of color and mot ion. 
Chaucer 1 s descrip tive method p os sesses much more of ( 
d e f init eness than of vagueness; and s til l , he ne-ver wee.ries 
the re ader with a confusing c a t alogue of det e. i l s. He 
rnakes use of just a few details th t· are si gnificant to 
give exactness t b1 the picture while he suggests myri ads 
of others. 11 ! t is a.s though a ve i l ;:.'ere suddenly d r a_wn 
l etting the scene burst instantly into view. n1 J 2~1es 
Rus s ell Lowell r erne.rked this qus~ i ty of sugge st iveness 
as typ ified by the descript ive extract from t h e begin-
ning of the Clerlc 1 s Tal e : 
11 Ther is a t t he west s yde of It aille 
Do wn at the rote of Vesulus the colde 
A l u sty playne, habundant of vi taille, 
Wher many a tour and to vvn thou mayst b i holde 
Tha t founded we re in tyme of f adres ol de, 
A..n.d may e.nother delitable s i ghte, 
And saluces this noble cont.ree hi ghte. 11 
lR + "' 7 OOv , p. 0 
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Root consi de r s the greatness of the Kni ght 1 s Tale as 
resi ding in the unsurpcLssingly beautiful descriptive 
pas s ages r a_ther than in the characte r iz at ion. He 
calls to our attention the sharp contrast into vvhi ch 
the brilli ant p ageant of the victorious home-coming of 
Theseus is thrown by the band of black-cl ad wi dows who 
· e et hir.'1 on the way. ,;He consider s the picture of 
Emily ro ar.aing in the gar den, whil e the ·kinsmen look 
down upo n her through thick prison bars as a never-to-
be-fo r gotten one . The meeting and silent encounter of 
the two cous ins in t he wood , t he gre at theatre wi th its 
story-l aden oratories, the vivi d portra.i ts of Emet1'i us 
and Lycurgus, the va ried bustle of preparat ion, the 
vi gorous descript ion of the actual tournc;.ment , all these, 
s ay s Root in hi s "Poetry of .Chaucer", form t he fl esh and 
blood of the poem, of which t he charact ers and the action 
a re merely t he skeleton framework. The "Kni ght ' s Tale" 
is preemi nently "a web of spl endi dly pi ctured tapestry, 
in which the eye may t ake delight and in which the memory 
may fondl y linger, 111 qua1 i ties that in lat er ye 8_rs were to 
become chiefly char acteristic of the poetry of Spenser 
and stil l l a ter, Tennyson. Let us pause for a mo;-aent 
over Arcite's dying words : 
11 What is this world? What c:.sketh men to have? 
Non with his love, non in his colde gr ave 
Al l one, wi thou ten any companye. 11 
and try to feel the vivid suggestion of the terrible 
re ality of the mystery of life, its tragedy, and its pathos. 
lR ..L. r,• 7 OOu, p . 0 
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But note, however, it is only suggested 11 as a g re a t pa.int-
ing may touch on what is most sacred and most deep . u1 
And finally, I quote from Taine 1 s "History of Engl ish 
Li tere.ture 11 , apropos of description in the Kni ght's '112..l e . 
11 I n part icul ar , a mult i tude of descript ions spread their 
gi lding over al l . Chaucer le.ads y.ou among arms , pa~aces, 
templ e-s, and halts before e a ch scene --- the st a tue o f 
Venus, the tem·9le of Mars , the rep resentations of slm1ghter . 
Are not these contrasts well-designed to rouse the imagina-
tion? 112 Chauc e r p ossesses the ability to describe persons 
or things without making us feel that he is prac ticing in 
that form of discourse. He is direct in ·his epith ets, so 
as to be U.1'1mistake a1)le. He tells us that a womeJ1 is fresh 
or that she possesses glad eyes and we can see the womcm. 
His description is real i sti c to ~ degre e and yet we find 
his powers of description coming into their own most 
noticeably in t he romanti c t al es. He is sufficiently 
vivid a t all time s . to arrest the attent i on and then a ga in, 
we c ;:m be c arried. away as by Spense r and Tennyson by the 
descriptive passages of the sheer love of poetry that we 
freque ntly come upon. Chaucer 's versatility is evident 
here in his powers of description. He can be directly 
descriptive or sheerly poet ically so, and in either case, 
he is master of the situation . 
1 Root, p . 3 7 
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Pe,thos in the 11 Cm1terbury Tales" 
Ordinarily, Cha.ucer is explained or accounted for 
ch i efly as a comic poet,yet he has been rarely surpassed 
or even equalled in pathos. This is well illustrated in 
the infinitely pathetic scene in whi ch Virginia. learns 
her father's purpose,and of her own free will, chooses 
deat h rather than shame, in the whole accom1t of St. 
Cecilia in the Second Nun's Tal e, Anelida 1s letter to 
her f al se lover, Arcite taking his last leave of his kins-
men and his love, Dorigen as she goes to keep her ter-
ribl e tryst, Constance comforting her little son, Griselda's 
:o repara,tion for the wedding fe ast of her succes s or and 
ri v2.l, a-oove all the matchless story of the nurdered 
school-boy singing his "Alma Redemptoris. 11 The Prioress' 
Te~e certai nly does not show Chaucer's narrative power at 
its hi ghest but the strai ns of tenderness and of simpl icity 
in it so artistically blended make it as cha rmi ng as c_ny-
thing in the Tales. This delicately beautiful story lL s of a 
patho s "alraost beyond belief. 111 Of what wondrous p a thos is 
the stanza cont <:dning t he sublimely beautiful lines that 
show Constance ·1·s noble re s i gnation and t1·ust in God, in the 
11 Man of Law's Tale : 11 · 
11 Hir litel child lay weping in hir arm, 
And lcneling, pi t01...1.sly to him she seyde, 
'Pees, li tel sone, I vvol do thee non h e_r m. 1 
With that hir kerchief of hir heed she breyde 
And over his litel yen she it leyde; 
lKittredge, p . 181 
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A.nd in hir arm she lul l eth it full faste , 
And unto heven her yen up she caste. 11 
When, in the Clerk 's Tale , the :Marquis Walter orders 
Griselda to get out of the way and make room for her 
successor and Griselda t alces him at his word,after he tell s 
her she may take b a ck the dowry he receive d wi t h her , re-
lTtembering how she did not even bring the clothes on her 
back for dowry, she gives him an answer which for pathos 
h a s no pa.rall el in any language . She asks for one f avor 
only and that in guerdon of t he maidenho od . 
11 Which that I broughte and nought agen I bere, 
As vouchet hsauf to give me ·my me ed e 
But such a smock a s I was wont to were. 11 
Professor Lounsbury in discus s ing Cha.ucer ' s manly tender-
nes s · remarks tha t it 11 never de genera.ted into sentirnental-
i ty. ul Chaucer is no e x cep tion to the gener a~ theory that 
a de ep susceptibility to the pathetic goes hand in hand 
with a kee n sense of h umor . This is charact e ri stic of 
Tha_ckeray and Dickens, yet unlike Chaucer they do not 
recognize the delicate line by which sentimentality a..nd 
pathos s hould be separated. Chaucer never ove rsten s t he 
l i ne of pathos . ( Alnost ) never i s he sentiment al . All t h e 
instances I have cited and t he passe.ges I have quoted show 
h is touch of pathos in its purest form, and t h is list i s an 
abbreviated one. In any one of these i nstances , Dickens, 
for instance , would become sentimental; Che.ucer, never. 
1 Lounsbury's --- "Studies in Chaucer 11 , Vol. : , p . 446 
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Chauce r ' s s ki ll at introducin g pathos i n h is wor k is 
one way i n which his narrative t e ch nique may b e r e cogn i ze d_ . 
He devel op s it h an d in h and 'llili th his sly h1..-unor and: his k e en 
observ a t ion of men and t h e wor l d at l a r ge about him and 
h i s del i gh t ful char a.c t;e ri zat i on. .I t never de generates into 
s ent i ment a~ melod rama. I t is pa.t h o s, al ways, of the f i rst 
·water . 
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Variety in the "Canterbury Talesu 
11
'1'o provide fine ta.l es 1 was the poet's business in 
Cheucer 1 s day and Chaucer p roceeds to do it. We have but 
to consi der his subjects and how h e selects thera to under-
st2.ncl it. He go es f a.r and wide to discover t hem, to It aly 
and France, to popular legends, and to the ancient cl assics. 
His readers need diversity and he gives it because the 
stories are told by a variety of pe rsons and the stories 
a re true to the type of individual by whom they are told. 
We have a wide r ange of tone in i:lhe "Canterbury Tales 11 • 
- ~ Side by side with the romantic ideal i sm of the Knight 1 e. 
Tale are we given the hi gh religious idealism of the tale 
Mme. Eglantine gives us and the Zolaesque realism of the 
tales of t he Miller and the Reeve tell, each in competi-
tion with the othe r . We have a. brutally fr 2.nk prologue 
to the gentle "t al e of faerie" the W~f~ of Bath recounts; 
and simil 2.rly, a re al istic guere p ainting of the poo r 
widow's cottage introduces the ~eli ghtful extravaganza of 
C1anticleer and Pertelote in the Nun's Pl'iest ' s Tale . 
Professor Kittredge of Harvard University , speaking of the 
variety of types of li te ra.ture in the 11 Ca.nterbury Tales 1 , 
sc::ys t hat II every work of Chaucer's is referable to some 
definite l .i tera.ry ca.tegory which was recognized as such by 
educated contempora.ries . Thus, we have t he l e gend of a 
s aint in the life of St. Ceci l ia; a r iracl e of t he Vi rgin 
in the tale of the martyred little boy, certainly writ ten 
exp ressly for the Prioress and exquisitely attuned to her 
character; ~- ro:nsntic legend, in the story of Const c:.n ce 
ss 
~ -
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( told by the M<:m of Law), full of ·fabulous me.teri c.l s, but 
su.bdued by its edifying yurpo se to a consistent i itl~He e s ion 
of me l ancholy devoutness. V e have also long roll1anc es : ---
t:S.e l)Ure r o mnce o f adven~ture, in the Squire 1 s Tc:.le , and , 
by VIPS of boisterous a nd affectionat e parody , in t>ir 
Thopas; the I t aliana~.e rome_nce, in P a1amon e..nd. Arci t e; of 
the shorter forms of narrative , t he re is variety --- t he 
episodical romance in the Wife 1 s Tole ; the lay of Bri tc:.i n , 
i n the Franklin's Tal e; the trs.gedy, ancient c:md mode rn, 
in the Tal e of the Monk. Fablie.UX abound --- t he purely 
jocose as told by the Reeve and the Mille r ; the jocose ~ith 
c l ever i ntrigue and a t ouch of s at ire, in the Shipii18.ll ls 
Tale ; the satire wonder-story in the Friar ' s Tale ; an d the 
g ross ane cdo te expanded and transmitted into an exquisite 
s at ire i n t he Sounmer 1 s Tc:.l e. Finally , there is whc:t may 
well pass for a conter,lp ore,ry anecdote , in the tricks of 
t he alche1:~1i st as detai led by the Cc:mon Yeome.n. His ( Chaucer t e) 
v e rse , tho ' f ul l of variety , is alw<:rys in exquisite time.u1 
And in reference to his variety, I quote Professol' Kit -
tredge a.ga.in , 11 His s ·? e c ihl ty wc:.s mankind , and his writi ngs 
are aJ.ii1ost contenlinous wit l.l hum c:.n i nterests, if we or::it 
politics a.nd diplomacy , whi ch were his p r ofess i on . Sc i ence 
is represented by Astrolabe, high philosophy by Boethi us , 
practical ethics by t h e Mel ibee, every day t h eolo gy by 
the Tal e of the Parson. So ciety in a1l i t s 2.suects is the 
continual theme of Chaucer ' s verse. 112 rrhe wi dth of variety 
of literary oppo ·rtuni ty in t h e "Canterbury Tal es 11 is obviOlJB 
enough . We have differences i n the pilgrims and a ccord:bngly 
lKittredge, pp . 15 , 16,17 
2Kittredge, p . 10 
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difference s in the ~ stories they tell. 
Va,riety is one of the outstanding literary que~ i ties 
of the 11 Canterbury Tales". Cl:iaucer 1 s choice of framework 
and setting for the group of tales provided for this. The 
pilgrLnage provided a fine diversity of men and women. 
Chaucer, knowing this, developed the variety further b y 
p resenti ng the tales in a varied position, as the coarse 
tales of the Miller and the Reeve i mnedia.tely after the 
Knight 1s, the brutally rea~istic fabluaux after the hi ghly-
orneJnented It al i anate romance. Chaucer knew the Ve.lue of 
variety when he did this,and si nce he does not keep our 
att ention on one type of story for too long a stretch at 
a single sitting, we are more apt to read him for va.ri ety 1 s 
sake • 
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Conciseness a.nd Economy of Statement. 
The Chaucerian scholars wh om I have studied in con-
nection with t h is thesis a re general l y agreed that concise-
ness is another of C:O.aucer t s 11 cl a,s s i ca~ virtues. ul Trivet , 
to whom Chaucer owe s his Man of La.w 1 s Tal e, goes into 
detail in the account of hovv King All a slew his inother with . 
hi s own hands; the same episode Chaucer softens down into 
a mer e vague statement. Professor Kittredge considers the 
condensation of Boccaccio's 11 Tesei de " into t he Kni ght 's 
'f a~ e 11 a truly i'!larvelous performance. ril Dryden , years 
late r, tre ats t he same story but loses his power of self-
control when it comes to descriptive p assages. Chauce r is 
never without a char acteristic liartistic economy , where 
decorat ion would be inexcusabl e. ,,l Chaucer's eye i s a.l'I"'ays 
fo cussed on . the thi ng ·itself being described. Professo r 
Kitt redge cites as an example the famous description of the 
Temple of Mars: 
"The dores were a.lle of adamant eterne, 
Y clench ed overthwart and endelong 
Wi th i ren tough ; and f or to mc..ke it st rong , 
Every piler·, the temple to sustene, 
Wa.s tonne- greet, of iren bright and shene. 
The gate was adamant, ete rnal fr ame, 
Which, hewed by Mars himself, from I ndi an Quari' i e s 
CcJne, 
The: l abor of a god; and all along 
Tough iron pl ates were clenched to <n ake it strong . 
A tun about was every p illar t he re, ---
1 Ro ot , p • 18 7 
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A poli shed mfurror shone not half so clear." 
We may well consider the condensation of this high-wrought 
tale of · chivalry and old romance 11 a truly Elarvelous 
- . perf ormance, 11 if we but gl ance at the length of the ori ginal 
11 Teseide. 11 Chc.ucer r s version of the story cont ains only 
t v.renty-two hundred and fifty lines , a little over one-fifth 
the bulk of Boccaccio's version. I n bo:frowing the theme, 
Chaucer made many chan ges; in many cases, ~. omissions. 
Boccaccio,in describing the tourna~ment scene, gi ves us a 
long series of single encounters between the combatants of 
the two sides, Chaucer appreciates the little interest 
we have in them. We are conce:imed chi-efly with the combat 
between Palamon and Arci te and we are given a brief but 
vigorous picture of it. Again, Boccaccio depicts a long 
death-bed scene of Arcite , whereas Chaucer, nore ef fective-
ly because of its brevity, gives us that supre1ely 
pathetic speech in which Arcite bequeaths the beloved 
Emily to his friend and kinsman, Pale.mon. Chaucer recog-
nized the too great length of the 11 Teseide" for its 
s light ness of plot . In simplifying it, Chaucer evi nces 
hi.s keen literary discernment. He borrowed merely the 
outline of a story but gave it his own execution which,in 
economy of statement and blending of pathos and satirical 
hmaor,is stattlingly superior to Boccaccio's . 
This freedom from prolixity on Chaucer t s part wc:ts not 
in any way accidental. He knew what he was doing. He 
rejected the non-essential on the strength of his own 
critical judgement. In fact, he constantly refers to the 
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necessity of avoiding details which generally character-
ized his typ e of narr ative. Frequently, he Te fuses to 
relate sub jects he mentions, and in the Squire's Tal e, 
gives as a rectson, 11 It . is no fruit, but loss of time. 11 
Scattered through his othe r writings, we are told, he 
const antly recognized the need of avoiding p rolixity . 
knong our early writers, Chaucer is the only one who 
see; 1s to Professor Lounsbury to have had t he sli ghtest 
concept ion of the value of time. 
The value of co nc i seness and economy of st atement 
is paramount in short-story writi:rllg wherein the author 
is obliged. to make profitable use of the brie f time he 
is allowed to engage his reade r ' s attention. I have 
point ed out these qualities in Chaucer, but you may s ay , 
however concise and economical (as to stat ement) Chancer 
may be at times , it is undeni able that he const ant l y 
di gresses. How to reconcile the two? Let ne quote once 
mo re fro ·n the Chaucerian oracle, Professor Kittredge, to 
whom I owe the basis of more than one statement in this 
thes i s. 11 The truth is that med;iaeva~ writers are not, 
in general, more prone to di gression than those of other 
p eriods. Some di gress and s ome do not. The prevalent 
notion a dmits of an e a sy diagnosis. It comes, in the 
f irst place, from the mediaeval habit of inserting il-
lustrative stories. Frequently, an author, i nst ead of 
making a touch-and-go allusion, wi ll pause to te l l t he 
te..le . So, for example, with the dream anecdotes of · 
Chenticleer, and with Midas' Ears in the Wife's romance 
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of the Loathly Lady. This habit, however, is not due to 
lack of method. The exarn-oles are almost always pertinent , 
and their insertion is a. part of the author's plan . He 
tells the tale, instead of 1• erely citing the inci dent 
b ecaus e he ce.nnot assume, as a mode rn may, that his 
readers are familiar with it. Most, if not all , of the 
so-called digressions in the 11 Canterbury Tales 11 are made 
by the teller of the story, not by the author . I n othe r 
words, in each case they are a definite part of the dramatic 
plan, they grow out of the charact er or the si tuc;tt i on . In 
the Wife of Bath 's Te_le, for e xampl e, the long curtain 
lecture which the loathly lady delivers to her disconsolate 
husbc:md , is in perfect accord with the worthy Wife 1 s ovm 
ar g·un'J.entative habits, as descr ibed and illustrated in her 
prologue . Even the parade of learning is in ch2.racter. 
The Wi fe has heard much literature, as we know, from her 
f ifth husband , the Clerk of Oxford , who has never tired of 
read ing aloud to h er, particularly from works that slandere d .-
women. 
11 Sometimes, t he inserted occas ional matter is more 
v aluabl e than the story itself. I n the Soumner 's Tal e, a 
sordid co nic c-.ne cd.ote is me.de the occasion for a vivid and 
dellc:bously humorous a c count of the methods of a beggi ng 
fria.I'. In the Me rchant ' s Tale, a cynic~l fabliau is 
expanded bv discussion and comment into a s avage satire on 
- J 
husbands a,nd wive$, from the point of view (be it alway s 
:remembered) not of Geoffr ey Chaucer, but of the disillusione d 
.MeTche.nt , vho had been married but t wo months and is see king 
?2 
• 
sol a ce in a p il grime.ge to St . r.r110mc::.s . I n t he Nun ' s Priest 's 
Tele, a sim})le fable g r ows, by cha. racteristic insertions <:mC 
devel opment into a master-oiece of the mo ck heroic . 11 1 
Alt hough at tirnes Ch2.u cer seems to have digressed too 
wi dely and elaborated on the si 1ple sources to which ;uany 
of his ta~es c an be trc: ced, it is undeni able that h i s tales 
show freedom from prol i xity ---- an esp eci al l y de sirable 
qual ity for a sho rt-st orYc --- conciseness , ~nd economy of 
statement in such c ases as to benefit his work . 
1 Kittredge, pp . 23 - 26 
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Humo r 
The re is no denying thect the dominant t one of the 
"Canterbury Tales 11 , and for that matter of Chaucer ' s work 
a s a whole , is t ha.t of humor . Root --- who s e 11Poet ry of 
Cheu cer 11 h a s bee n of inestimabl e assist anc e in the n rep -
arE<_t ion of this thesis --- s ay s it is as "prote an in its 
v a rie t y 111 as any other of his qual it ies, and Percy W . .Arnes, 
in t h e Chaucer 1emorial Le cture s :S'or 1 900 , 2refers to it 
a s "another ubi quitou s characte rist ic" of Ch au ce r . 
Chau cer 1 s hur.11or covers a wide r ange from the b r oa.d farce 
in t he Tales told by the :Mi ller and the Soumner to the 
"sly i n s inua tions of the Kni ght ' s Tal e and t h e infinitely 
gr a c e ful burlesque of Sir Thopas . 111 We have every p os s ible 
i nt e r i:1 ed i ate. ste..ge between the t wo limits 11 t l e mo st 
char ct e r i stic me an bei ng in t h e Nun's Priest ' s T c:~ e . li l 
We have this infinite v a riety i n Chaucer ' s humor and y et-
withal , it has a constc.mt element of "kindliness, 
he a~thiness, and SDont aneous freshness. 111 Chauc e r's 
s ense of the 1 udi crous, the inc.ongruous , and the co~11ic al 
t !dngs of life we.s e speci all y keen. We ha.ve several wri te:rs 
of supposed mirth and jol l ity but in re freshing cont r a st 
t o t h e:Il, we have > perfectly natur al to Chaucer , "a constant 
..., 
fl ow of ge nuine a.n.d effortle ss hurnor. ,. .., The powe r of 
ridiculing contemporary f ·:>lli es and hypocrisies was a 
t;ift ri th Chau cer but his s atire never bec o1;1es b i t-Ger 
invective as with Swift . Probably his fiercest satire 
a r..6. note how mild it re ally is --- is in the Pardoner ' s 
self- description, whos e waLlet was b rimful of p ~ rdons just 
1 Root , p . 39 
2p e rcy W . .AJ.i.le s in chc..p . on Life &. Char a ct . of Chau cer 
in Chc;_u c e r :in:e::10 r ie.l Lectures f o r l ~VJO 
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received from Rome a nd al.l hot, too. Ti1is is sa.tire ---
with the tongue in the cheek. I t i s i terry and j ovial and 
we must read it aft er t he way in whl ch lt is written. 
Generally , Chaucer 1 s huraor i s ha_r mless and innocent , but 
occas i onally, he di p s into reel coarseness ,de cl aring h e 
must tell his stories in character . 
Let us consider fo r a v~hil e ex&npl es of humor in t h e 
"Canterbur y Tc.l es 11 • I arn sure t hat when we are told a man 
looked hol l ow and his hor:3e was like a r ake, we have hun or 
as wel l as re lis!n; a nd what more hurnorous e l ements are 
neces sc:cry to raise a good l augh than those which the char-
acter- s ketch of old J anuary in the Merchant ' s Ta.le cont c"ins ? 
I n t b e !IJ ille r Is Tal e, we have undeniable humor in the scene 
where Nicholas p re dicts a deluge --- for which Cha.uce r has 
ee_rl ier p repared us artistical l y by the earl ie r st ateirmnt 
t hct all Nick ' s f e.n cy 11 was t u rned for to lerne astrologe . 11 
The t al es t he Ailler and t he Reeve tel l are par allel , 
to a great extent , in their extreme indecency. Notwi th-
s tcnding t h e ve17 gross 11 s alt 11 of t h em, we have humor here 
--- ho wever coarse. Th ey a re based on pract ical jokes , the 
c l eve r e xecution of which stimul ates the comic int erest . 
I t i s not on the i rnmoral purp ose for which t he triclc is 
first devised t hat the a ttention is centered in the ~i ller 's 
•r ale , but on the 11ludicrou:s gullibi l ity of the jealous 
car) enter a nd the clever m<moeuvring of "hende I Nichoi as . 111 
And simi larly , in the ut ter discomfiture of t he chea.ting 
miller, in the Reeve's Tale, we have 11 a sort of rough 
t . ' . ,-1 n oe J.c jus-c1ce. • The e ffectiveriess of the st o ry deu ends 
lRoot, p . 177 
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on this hunorous si tuat±.on r c.ther t han on t l e i :~r. ore.l 
means by whi ch the retr±.bution occurs. Thus, i mmo ra_li ty 
f or the sake of a hu:uorous situation rather t hs.n for its 
own. In connection with the humor of the Cc-non Yeouan 's 
Ta .e, Root wri tes f 11 the only use Cha,ucer made of a.lchemy 
was in transmuting the base metal of human greed and 
folly into the fine gold of hu.r.11or. Del iciously hurnorous 
is his descrip tion of the sudden bursting of t h e pot 
v hi ch contained the mi:dure which was to . bring great 
wealth. 111 Now, in the Nun's Pri est 's Tale, we almost 
forget the hur.aor of the story, so blinded moment arily 
are vve by Chanticleer ' s learned discourses and the human 
touch of his pretty domestic tyrc:mnies ,. but Chaucer saves 
the deli cious hur11or of it all by reminding us that 
Ch nticleer is merely a rooster and Dame Pertelote a hen. 
We get the hu't!lor of it all in the constant recurrence to 
the g c:~ l i ne a s well as . the hui'llEm traits of the birds. The 
beautiful p icture of marr i ed love in t he Franklin's ~al e 
is l\:ep t from becomi ng sentimenta~ by 8.11 occasional touc-h 
of hurnor . Root notes the sly anbiguity with which Cha-:J.cer 
?. asks,~ after describirig the bli ss of Dorigen and Arviragus, 
uwno could tell, but he had wedded be, 
The joye, t he ese, and the prosperi tee 
That is betwi xe an housbonde and his wyf? 11 
and a simil ar touch in the description of Dorigen 1 s gri ef 
at her hus-band's de:9arture for Britain: 
lRoot, p. 3B2 
2Root , pp . 2: 75 - 2 76 
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"For his .absence wen eth she and s yketh 
As doon t h ise noble wives whan h em l yketh ." 
and the humorous personal touch of the author ,after relating 
Aurel ius 1 pas sionate lovel onging 1 complaint 1 : 
11 Disueyred i n this torment and this thouo·ht 
~ 0 
Lete I this woful cre a.ture lye 
Chese he, for 1 e, wh e t her he wol 1 i ve of dye . 11 
In the Friar ' s Tale, we have t he peculiar situation o f the 
Soumner pledging a life-long fri ends hip to t he fiend whom 
he has been entertaining without knowing who he is. De-
liciously humorous are bot h the hints which the fiend gives 
out to reveal himself and the Sounmer 1 s decision to continue 
his f riendshi p with so charming an acquaintance as t h e fiend. 
J ohn Brent Holi-11es go es int o minute detail in the 11 Humor 
of Chaucer" in the Harva rd Monthly for Febr uary , 189 4 , as 
to wh a t humor re o_lly is and what typ es of hillnor Chauc e r ' s 
"Canterbury Tales 11 ( as well as his other writings) cont a i n . 
He c onsi ders hurn.or to be the ability t o perce i ve t h e more 
or less incongr,uous differences between two or <nore t h i ngs. 
Ne arl y everyone , he thinlm , has some de gree of humor aJld , 
to have a. s a nse of humor, one must possess the p ower of 
perceiving the incong ruouB in differences illore s ubtl e than 
a r e appreciable by a man wi th an o r d inary de gree of humo1?. 
A humorist , t hen , according to the writer, is one who c an 
s e ize on essentic:~ qualit i e s of such a difference and make 
them clear to peolpe of less subt l e vision. From this 
de f inition, one c an eas i ly see what wide-embracing qualit y 
humor i s really capable of. 11 I t includes the fiercest 
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s at ire and the qui et est delineation of cha.r a cter . All 
cha.racter sketchi ng i s in t h is sense humorous; for with-
out hunor , a me.n can 1t detect the subtle differences 
b et ween t h e indi vi due.J. and. the n ormal type. The eJ.Vere.ge 
-) 
·nan considers his mrn the norma.Ji typ e and regc-.rds t hose 
differing from him as insane. The humo1·ist, ho\reve r , 
seeing 10re subtl e differ ences c a n distinguish his own 
p ersonality from the normal t ype of t h e r ace. He c an 
then regard others disp a s s ionately - - - humorously . 
Humo r, moreover , is a development,sinc e the power of 
concentra ted observa;t io n is an attribute of advanced 
l 
races . 11 
Now, Chauce r t s e arly p oems shovv a de arth of humo r , 
t here not being in t h em such humor as is necess a ry for 
portrait s ketching . u AS. the "Cant erbury Tales 11 i s , vvi t h-
out doubt , hi s : ·g re a_test work , and as h is hurilor i s the 
chief qua~ i ty tha t was g rowing and i mp rovi ng his work 
with its growth , we may expect to f ind i n the 11 Ce,nt e r-
bury Tales " the greatest glory of Chaucer ' s humor . 11 1 
Holmes sees four p os s ibl e subdivisions of t ne 
humor of t h "C anter1)ury T<:d es 11 • Into the fi rst cl a ss 
h e enters cl a s s satire whlch Chaucer derived from t h e 
French Poets and which appe ars to some extent in t :1e 
e a rlier p oems. Thi s includes satires • .1.. a ga1nsL. t he 
Church. He refers to t h e descrip tion of the 11 lymtom11 , 
after he has expelled the f aeries a s "less bitter and 
infinitely more subtl e thc:m t he French 111 i n the Wife 
of Bath 1 s Tal e : 
l J ohn B. Holmes , Harva r d Mo nthl y for Feb. 1 894 . 
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"There is non other incubus but he 
An.d he ne wol doon hem no di shonour~· 
The French satires are directed at a whole group ; Chc..ucer 's 
a.t one raember rather tban the group at large. The excxrr,':l le 
used is to show that priests are not licentious, but 
"A .frere ther was, a wantovYn and a merye, 
"' * * * * * 
He had mad ful many a mari age 
Of younge wy;nmen, at his owne cost. " 
Here, we have Ch2ucer selecting an incH v i duc..l of a cl ass to 
represent a type. He describes several diffe rent men of 
the Church in the Prologue and in the Tales· themselves. 
The portraits of these meri are so vivid in the Prologue, 
that it 1ight appear as if Che.ucer was ridiculing 
individual priests of his acqua.:hntance and obse ~'vation, 
but we mF.tY conclude that it is the whole cl ass of sou;nne rs 
ancl friars be ing noclced, if we cons ider how t l1e friar in t he 
sou::.ne r' s and the sou;~mer in the fr i ar 1 s · t <Les rese;ible 
the fri2r c.nd sou.mne r of the Prologue e_nd diffe r i n de lic c::t e 
cletcil s of personality . 
r he Prologue to "'.ncl the Ce,non Yeonen's Te.l e itself 
belong to t he class s atire . I t i s not agai ns t a si ngl e 
• 
alchei ist but a whole group of the profession ·tha.t the sat ii!:' e 
is directed . "Still more is the Pardoner 1 s Tale class satire , 
and in this Chaucer has co;::1e ne arer to u sing a type than in 
any other portion of the Tales u .1 
Holmes' second division is the somewhat coarse hu.mor of 
the Tales to which, he says, Chaucer never descended when h e 
l John B. Holmes, Harvard Monthly for Feb. 189 4. 
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wrote f rom his own point of view. It is e. di s t inctly 
y, e di o.eval ve in, this broad humor and it is onl y when Chaucer 
speaks from t he 10uth of the Mi l ler, tl1e Re eve , o r the 
Shi pme n t hat we hc;.ve to suffer it . And t h is humor Holme s 
subdivides int o two kinds . "There is first t h e story 
1~.rherei n t h e point is undubi t ebly broad , en d yet whe rein 
there is someth i ng b esi des the ~ere co a rseness. Secondly , 
there are touches o f n c:.s t iness , wJ.1e re t h e ;nodern 1ilind 
c an f i nd very l it tle tbc.t is 2,musing , ·but whi ch we re 
evidently in gre a t f avor with the contemp ora . ri e s of Ch""uc er. nl 
I n the fi rst group are included. such stories as t hose t o ld 
by the !Hll e r , t he Reeve, the Ship~nan. Here t he lice~ tious 
ele111ent is es s enti 2.l to t he story but it is net an 11 a.l-
t ogether animally 111vici ous one. Tl1ere is in addition uan 
intellectual fines s e 111 that proves it self a s amu s i ng as: the 
i mp rop r i ety itself. Consider what makes t h e Mil l er's Ta.le 
so amusing . The mo tive is the ancient one of a v·:ife d e·c e iv-
ing her jealous husband. 11 Now, 11 say s Holmes, 11 the i dee~ 
lUSbcnd has a f a ithful wife; occasiona~ly the re al husbc nd 
is dece ived; we fi nd someth ing incongruous in the differ-
ence ·aRG. we laugh . Similarly , in p eriods of gre a.t freed om 
of mora~s , when infide l ity is the rule r a t h er than the 
ex cept ion, n1en laugh at conjugal fi del i ty . We are amus e d 
not only because the husband is de ceived; under other 
l 
circurnste_nces , we mi ght find his pli ght patheti c. 11 The 
me ans are arnusi ng by which the decep ti on is a cco np lished.. 
We l augh rather at the unusue.lly clever devices of 
Nich ol a s than at J ohan 's dis comfi ture. The humoT is ·D.ore 
l J ohn B. Holmes, Harva r d Monthly , · Feb . , 1994 
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enjoyable bece.use of t h e deception than of the husband 
.. erely being cheated out of his dinner. Thus are "the 
means i1ore a 1msing than t he end~ " We get the s ame 
incongruous difference in the i iller 1 s Tale between the 
picture of the husband on the top of the house and Nick 
holding svvay within. 
The third division includes the humorous comments 
tha t seem to be original with Chaucer. These humorous 
c o,n~Lients on life e.nd people abound in the "Cante rbury 
eles . 11 In them, the incongruity lies chiefly. in the 
reel meaning <md the fantast ic purport they seem to 
have. A good example is from the description of tho 
Physi cian, 
11 For gold , in p hysik is a cordial , 
Therefore he lovede gold in SDecial. 11 
11 Here, besides the appa.rent meaning , we have at le 8.st 
t wo others , both of which re fle e t on the tre>iti tional 
1 
cheracter of doctors." 
The last group into yrhich Holmes cons iders the 
humor of the "Canterbury Tales" divisible is t hfl.t of 
the human portraiture which Chaucer developed himself 
a:r'ld seems, more than his brilliant versification, h is 
crov!Tling gl ory. I t comp rises all extracts from the 
"C2.nterbury Tales 11 which deal in prot r8.i ture. I t may 
not appear to be a hunorous quality , this ability to 
describe a character vividly, but if we think of the 
two g reat delineators of cha racter, Shakespeare and 
Moliere, we must admit, tha t a s well a s delinee.tors 
of character, they were also gre a t humorists . The 
lJoh n B. Holmes , HarvHrd Mo nthly, for Feb . l894 
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essential requirements of a great humorist and a great 
drsmatist e,re identica l --- an ability to po i n t out the 
differences between mnn 1 s i deal and actual life, and an 
abi l ity to re gard life fro rn a dramatic viewpoint. 
HoLaes thinks that by the time Chaucer writes his 
ncant erbury Tal es", his humor has reached the hi ghest 
point in its gradual ris e . 11 It is a work wherein 
Chs.ucer ' s s ldll in port rei ture and his humor are both 
at their best. Take tne p icture of the Prioress and see 
to what it owes its vividness, 
11 This description is of the most delic ate and cour-
teous se,tire i magineable. Her coy smiling , her mil d_ oaths, 
her nasal s i n ging , her Stratford French, he r conscious 
manners, her courtly p retensions --- al l these, togethe r 
with her platonically ar.1orous motto, (.Amor vi nci t omni a) , 
give a picture scarcely to be excelled in lit e r a t u re. 
Li ke our ftiends, we come t o know the Priore s s through 
her we aknesses. A do zen splendid couplet s brlbrmni ng 
with kindly humor g ive complete ch.,racter. Is not tl:.e 
gai n in brevity a nd vividness the result of the growt h 
of Chaucer Is hUJ:lOI~ u1 
And in su1nn1ary, in his article i n the Harvard donthly 
fror11 which I •ve been quoting, Holmes s ays t h e most stri k-
ing chare.c t e:ristic of Chaucer's humo r is its gre c:,t . k i nd-
liness. There is nothing too high or low for his l aughte~ 
a.nd it is l aughter that can never b e called ma.licious. 
A s i milarly great quality al so is its toleran ce . Chaucer, 
we are told, appreciates the Monk, the Soumner, the Wife 
of Beth , as much as he does the Kni ght or the P r iores s . 
1John B.Holmes, Harva rd 1 onthly for Feb , l894 . 
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I t is true th at they may not be quite so desirable for 
ste2.ciy compa.nionship but they po s se ss good qu al ities 
no t 1 i thstanding. The Kni ght may be a w!bx:thy man, meek 
in demeanor , gentle , brave and courteous, yet with 
·Chaucer , Holmes recognize s what an e xcellent man is t h e 
Fri a r , and in how many We_ys he was e sp eci ally competent, 
for 
11 Ther was no man nowher so vertuous, 
He was the best e beggere in his house." 
Si milc..r ly is the Parson commended and precauti on ta.~:en 
not t o blame the Monk . S:.J e aking of t he contras t between 
t h e Wife of Be,th and t h e Prioress and the humo r the 
antithesis involves, we fi nd Ho lme s saying once more , 
11 0ne ms_y disapprove of the Wi fe of Bath --- her f ace i s 
red; her temp er hi gh , and sh e 1 s had five 1msbcmds . Her 
nanners , too , lack rep osQ and she 1 s certainly at great 
d i sadvantage by ·the side of the gentle Prioress . Wh a t 
of it ? Be cause t h e Prioress is better b r ed , and is 
qui eter , may we not smil e at he r harmless aff e cta.t ions? 
'The world is large enough for many p eople ; and t hough 
the Wife of Bath may b e somewh at loud, r ather brutal 
and less careful than the Prioress about wi p ing her mouth, 
she can at l east make Y..ery good cloth a.nd cloth is quite 
ne cess a ry i n life. It tak es all kinds of p eople to make 
up the world. Be nothing too much, Ch aucer suggests ; a.nd 
do not exnect t oo mu ch p erfection. 111 
Cha.ucer seems to advise us t o b e tolere.nt as he w&s 
of the world a s it real l y is. He recognized t he weak 
l John B. Holmes, Harvard Monthly, for Feb .l894. 
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points and errors of society in general,but di d not 
consi de r it his ;ni s s ion to rail a t t hem . He recognized 
and tolerated --- huu10rously. "He had in h im the 
possibilities of a Jean de Meung or a Gower; it was onl y 
b ec a.use of h is humor that he became Chauce r. ,,l 
Concerning the excellence o f the humorous te.les, 
Professor Lounsbury se ems to recognize 11 a. li ghtness, a11 
airiness , a g r a ce of exp ression, a keenness of observe_tion 
and comment, a subste.ined interest of narration in these 
stories which raise them to the very highest ra.nk in the 
9 
creat ions of their class.~~ ~ He considers the characters 
in the· , in spite of their low position, 11 the most 
del i ghtful sinners in the r an ge o f poeti c · ficti on. 112 The 
incidents , as Clough has s aid, may be of the type relished 
even toda.y in certain nublic-house.s but 11 t he a ccessories 
with which they are invested by the poet take them out of 
the r e al n of vulgar narrative, and a"!:Jo e a~ to the l iterary 
sense with a charm tha t few productions of mo re elevated 
then es insp ire.u 8 We forget the essential coarsen es s of 
the te~e s o charmed are we by the techni que. 
I n t his discussion of Chaucer ' s humor, it is obvious 
tha.t t!.1ere is a strong correlation bet1ftieen humo r and real i s:n 
end characterization. I t is the skill -vvi th which Ch-c:ucer 
man ages to combine all three qualities that help ma.ke us 
consider hi l'n gre at. All three a.re fundamental for t h e 
successful narre~ti ve. I n discussing charact erization, I 
;, ay perhap s overlap on what I have already s i d. concerni n g 
huh or and realism, yet Chaucer's greatnes s in e a ch must 
lJohn B. Holmes , Harvard. l1onthly for Feb . ,1 894 
2Lounsbury , 11 8tudi es 11 p . 264 
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be considered as well as the greatness of the whole . I t 
is in his treat.tent of e r:>.ch of the ele:nent s o f descrip-
tion , pathos, hum.or , ree.l ism, etc~ , tha t h e s h ows us whc-.t 
ability he had to vv-ri te a good story, and I h ave stress ed 
in di scuss ing· eech one s eparately only those quc:.l i ties 
t ha t make for good story wr i ti ng . 
Chaucer 1 s hu1nor p os s essed i nfi nite variety r a.nging 
froi!l sly humor to broad far ce . He had t he ability to 
re cogniz e certain incongruous differences between n en 
and things , and emphasized t hese differences by fierce 
sc:.t i re 2nd quiet cha.r a.cter- deJ.ine a t i on . His 1n.rrnor was 
wi de in its scope dealing with coarse humor, class 
s a tire, humor.ous per.sena.l co;:1Jil8nts , and hum.cn portrcit-
ure . Bes i des its vc;_r i ety , the h um.or of the 11 Cent erb~.ry 
Tcles 1 has a close connecti :m between realisn o.nd 
charact e r i zation . I t is of profound Ln~1 ortance in the 
development of tl es e element s of narrative techni que ; 
i t is in the fusion with them, as we fo und, vvith patl:los, 
t ha t the poet ' s skill is shown . 
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Chaucer As A Short-Story Writ~! 
It is only since the later years of the 19th century 
that an essential difference has bean recognized between 
the true short-story and a tale that is merel y brief. Simi-
larly, too, it is only within a f ew years that we have come 
to realize that for centuries in our literature t here has 
' . 
been evolving a new literary type which today is recognized 
as a definite species. It may seem a far cry indeed from t he 
perfect short-stories by Joseph Conrad, o. Henry, Richard 
Harding Davis, Kipling.) and Stevenson, James M. Barrie, and 
Thomas Hardy, through those by Hary E. Wilkins Freeman and 
Sarah Orne Jewett, through J oel Chandler Harris' stories of 
"Uncle Remus 11 and Henry James an,d Frank R. Stockton, Bret 
Harte and }:lark Twain and Thomas Bailey Aldrich, through Edward 
Everett Hale and Dickens' "Christmas Boo~s"~ through Hawt horne's 
"Twice-Told Tales" and "Mosses fro m an Old ~~fanse", through 
Poe's "Tales of Terror" and William Austin's story of "Peter 
Rugg, the Hissing Man11 to Irving's "Sketch Book" and " Brace-
bridge Hall", "Tales of a Traveller"; but we shall not stop 
here tracing the development of the short story as a literary 
form in English. We can go back still further to the moral 
purpose stories as the "Purple .:rar" and "Simple Susan" in 
:Maria Edgeworth's "Early Lessons" and "Parent's Assistant" 
and back of t hem, to t h e sh ort story found interpolated in the 
longer novels, typified by "Wandering Willie's Tale" (Letter 
XI) in Scott's "Red Gauntlet~and the interpolated sh ort story 
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of 11 Leonora or The Unfortunate Jilt" in second book of Fielding 's 
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"Joseph Andrews". But the beginnings of our modern short 
stories do not commence here. What, you say, will the line 
stretch out, as in "Macbeth", to the crack of doom? It 
stretches at any rate back through the eighteenth century 
periodicals. In Johnson's "Rambler", we have "Almamoulin" 
(#120) and in the "Tatler-Spectator Papers",we have " Frozen 
Words" "Yaricon "Alnasch.,r" "The Vision of ]Iirza" such 
' ' ""' ' 1 ' 
typical de Coverley selections as "Sir Roger in Westminster 
Abbey", "At The Play", and "At Vaux Hall". In the same cen-
tur~ the short story can boast of having in its ranks the 
extremely realistic account by Defoe · of the "Apparition of 
:Mrs. Veal", and "A Harrative of all the Robberies, Escapes, 
etc. , of John Sheppardn, and (Mrs.) Aphra Behn' s. "The Fair 
Jilt" and "The Lucky Mistake". Defoe's account of "Mrs. 
Veal's Strange Apparition" is frequently held as b~ing the 
first short story in English, but I believe I can trace it 
farther back than Defoe - at least to Chaucer who, I hope to 
prove, could write a short story as nearly perfectly as any 
of our own contemporary short story writers and from our 
contempo~ary point of view. Hakluyt in '' Principle Voyages 
of the Eng lish nation'! tells the story of Sir Walter Raleigh 
in "The Fight About the Isles of the Azores". In Painter's 
"Palace of Pleasure," we have short stories in the stories 
(tome I) of "Aiidrodus", "Seleucus and Antiochus", "The Three 
Kings", and (tome II) "Rhomeo and Juliette". We find short 
stories again in the old English ballads of "Robin Hood and 
Guy of Gisborne", "Kinmont Willie and Child Maurice'; in 
Chaucer's ncanterbury Tales",about a dozen of which are real 
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short stories proper according to Dr. Ma;>n1adier of Harvard. 
in t he anonymous romance of "Gawain ancl the Green· Knight 11 • 
and the "Four Lais" by 11/Iarie de France. I t is a far cry. 
I r epeat, from the short st ory of today to those nFour La is 11 
written centuries ago by a woman of whom we know no more than 
that she exclaimed in accounting for herse l f - "Je suis de 
1!1 ranc e 11 • .As we go through life, we bee orne more and more fully 
convinced of the fact that what is old or ancient or antique 
to us was at one time new and nove 1 to a preceding age and 
that what is new to usJfre ouently is qui t e old , only served 
up to suit our tastes in a more attractive manne r. .And s o , 
with this before our mind, it may f re quen t l y occur to us t ha t 
after all, the ages that have gone their way before us have 
been modern in their ovm time. I find this attitude of value 
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in tracing in English the development and h istory of the short 
story . It can be traced farther and farther back in our litera-
ture . The short story is by no means an invention of the nine-
teenth century . The t ype g oes back beyond literature as a 
whole . 
The short story is a distinct type a fact, which is more 
or less generally conceded by t he critics, an cl we have built 
up certain standards by which to judge stories as to their 
trueness to type as short stories . .A sh ort sto r y is not merely 
a story which just happens to be brief, nor is it necessarily 
a short nove l . It differs from them both. The definite 
characteristics of a novel i nclude "a good story t ha t is well 
told", -- I am quoting Dr . E. Charlton Blac~ from a lecture 
g iven recently on the h istory an d deve l opmen t of t h e English 
novel - 11 in t he f orm of an i mag inative prose narrative which 
• 
interprets human life through incident and characterization. 
It is a prose story with a plotJusually wrought round the 
theme or pass ion of love to a joyous or trag ic denouement 
or conclusionl q There has been a tendency in recent years for 
the novel to shorten into the novelette, which accomplishes 
t he same purpose as t he now extinct three-volume novel. Th e 
value of the novelette lies in its greater emphasis on art 
than the novel, and its much smaller tax on the time and at-
tention of the reader. I have said be f ore that t he short 
story has always, like the novel and novelette, been in exis-
tence,but it is only since the nineteenth century that critical 
consciousness of the short story a s a species of fiction,dis-
tinct in purpose and method fro m the novel,has been noteworthy. 
Poe was the first t o recognize the short story asadistinct f orm 
of literary art. Poe recognized t he impossibility of the force 
of totality in the ordinary novel, since it can hardly be re a d 
at one sittingJ and the chance the brie f tale affords its author 
to carry out the fullness of h is intention without interruption 
and spoiling a certain unique and single ~ffect. First, in his 
essay on "The Philosophy of the ~hort Story" in Li ppincott's 
Magazine for October 18852 , and at later times,as in his intra-
1. From notes dictated by Prof. E. C. Black in 
his course at Boston University on the Rise 
and :Development of the English Novel. 
2. The Philosophy of the Short Story - By Br ander 
Matthevvs, :O .C.L.; !'Jew York: Longmans, Green & Co. 
1901. 
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duction to his own book "The Short Storyln, Professor Br ande r 
lfu tthews supports t he t heory that the short story differs from 
t he novel essentially in more t han t he matter of length: 
"A true short story is something other and something more than 
a mere story wh ich is short. A true short story differs from 
t he novel chiefly in its essential un ity of impression. In a 
far more exact and precise use of the word, a short story has 
unityJas a novel cannot have it. Often, it may be not by the 
way, the short story fulfills the three false unities of the 
French classic dra ma . It shows one action, i n one place, on 
one day. A short story deals with a single character, a sin-
gle event, a single emotion, or t he series of emotions called 
f orth by a single situation. Poe's parad ox t hat a po·gm can-
not greatly exceed one hundred lines in length under penalty 
of ceasing to be one poem and breaking into a string of poems, 
may serve to suggest the precise difference between the short 
story and t he novel. The short story is the single effect, 
complete and self-contained, w'nile t he novel is of necessity 
' ' 
broken into a serie s of episodes. Thus, the s ho rt story has 
what the novel cannot have , the effect of 'totality' as Poe 
called it, the unity of impression. 
"Of a truth , the short story is not only not a chapter 
out of a novel, or an incident, or an episode extracted from 
a longer tale, but at its best it impresses the reader with 
the belief that it would be spoile d if it were made large r, 
1. Introduction to "The Short-Story" by Brander 
Matthews. Page 27. 
• 
or if it wer 9 incorporated into a more elaborate work -----
"In fact, it may be said that no one has succeeded as 
a writer of short stories who had not ingenuity, orig inality, 
and compression; and that most of those who have succeeded in 
this line had also the touch of fantasy". 
The ideal short- story ace or ding to Brander ~~ a tthews 
"must do one thing only and it must do it completely and per-
fectly; it must not loiter or digress; it must have unity of 
action, unity of temper, unity of tone, unity of color, unity 
of effect; and it must vig ilantly exclude everything that 
mi ght interfere with its singleness of intention"l. 
With the dictum of Poe and formula of Professor Brander 
Matth ews as a basis, Clayton Hamilton in his "A ~:fanual of the 
Art of Fiction" deduces their theories to the definition that 
"the aim of a short story is to produce a single narrative 
affect with the greatest economy of means t hat is consistent 
with t he utmost emphasis" 2• 
These limitations g ive us a strict short stor ~r type to 
which Profe ssor Bliss Perry makes valuable annotations in his 
chapter on the short story in "A Study of Prose Fiction". 
It is generally admitted that every narrative has three essen-
tials and t hey are characters, plot and setting. In disuussing 
1. Introduction to "The Short Story" by Brander 
Matthews. Page 27. 
2. Clayton Hamilton: A r,1anual of the Art of 
Fiction. Chapter on the Short Story . 
• 
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the requirements and restrictions of these essentials, Prof. 
Perry says "th~ characters must be unique, orig inal enough 
to catch the eye at oncenl. Th is is necessary because the 
writer of the short story has less time than the novelist to 
hold the reader's attenti on. "If the theme is character-
development, then that development must be hastened by strik-
ing experiences" 2• If the short story, howe ver, is one pri-
marily of action, the characters must be subordinate and 
colorless. Then we have t he short story whose ma in interest 
is one of setting in which "both characters and action may be 
almost without significance"3, f or "if the author can discover 
to us a new corner of t he world, or sketch t he familiar scene 
to our heart's desire, or illumine one of the gr eat human occu-
pations as war , or commerce, or industry, he has it in h is 
power, through this means alone, to give us the fullest satis-
faction"4. 
. 
Professor Perry suggests that, since the reader's atten-
tion is not kept too long at one time, the short story author 
has certain privileges and opportunities denied the novelist, 
"for im1ocent didacticism, for posing problems wi th :mt answer-
ing them,- for stating arbitrary premises, for omitting unlovely 
details, and, conversely for making beauty out of the horrible, 
and f inally for poetic symbolism"5. These are privileges t he 
l. Bl iss Perry 
-
"Study of Prose Fi c·tion". n .:~ . 308. 
2. Bliss Perry 
-
"Study of Prose Fiction". P. 309. 
3. Bliss Perry 
-
''Study of Prose Fiction". P. 314. 
4. Bliss Perry 
-
"Study of Prose Fiction". P. 314 . 
5 . Bliss Perry - "Study of Prose Fiction". P . 322. 
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si1ort - st o:cy affo r ds t he author, but i f it gives p rivi leges, 
it al so meke s de!:J.c. nds, since 11 i t call s f o r visucl i ;··1N·'l. n"-
·- _J. (_ 0 Q , 
tion of a hi gh orde r; the power to see t he object; to 
penetrate to its es senti al na ture; to sel ect t h e one 
chE .. ra.cteristic tr e._i t by which it r;:tay b e rep resented 11 , 1 
s ince there ·nust 11 t J.1e verbc~ a gic t hc;.t recre a.te s for u s 
•;:> 
w:nat the imagi n~t ion he. s seen ; 11 "-' ye·t 11 to write ::~ short-
story requires no sust a i eel powe r of h1aginat ion; 3 11 nor 
does t h e short- stor y dene.ncl of its author essential s r n i ty , 
bre adth , and tolerance of view. 114 
I find that t h rough my study of the elements of 
narrat ive te:chnique in Chaucer's "Canterbury Ta1 es 11 , he ma.y 
be cons idered not only a good narrator but a go od short-
story writer for various reasons. He can produce a single 
na r r a tive effect with the greatest economy of me ans thc: .. t is 
c onsistant with t h e utmost emphasis, he can write a b ri e f, 
i maginative narrati veJ unfolo.i ng a single predoitlinating in-
cident and a single ch i ef chara cter and containing a pl ot 
the det ails of ·which are so comp ressed a11d t h e whole 
tre c. t ·~hent so organized as to p r oduce a singl e i mpre s s ion ; 
he c an centralize a story about one predm.:,ino.ti n g i ncident--
supported by va.rious minors -- which il1ust concern one cent r al 
cr!aract er cr~iefly; ' 1e c 2n throw l i ght on a si ngl e crucial 
inst~nce of l i ght , so~e character in its hour of cri sis , so~e 
soul e.t t l:. e cros s- r oads of desti ny ; h e gathers his 1na . .tE ri 21 
fro;n t:r..e worl d about hi 1, not trustirilg to L 'lagina.tion c:.lone; 
l Bliss Perry 11 Study of Prose Fio-tion, p . n.-. t"'1 ,..,~ ~-- • ..> U 
·:) 
.~ Bl iss Perry 11 St udy o f Prose Fi c t i on , p . ~52 5 
Bliss Pe rry 11 Study of P rose Fi ction , p . 326 
4 Bliss Perr y "Study of Pro se Fi ct i on , ") . ~~~ ;j 7 
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he c an conclude a te.le poi gnantly; h e can wri te a s ho rt-
story vvi th l it erary ,ner i t the.t is true to l ife 2i1d dec>.ls 
si ncerely vith g re a t p rinciples; h e c an char acterize --
and that involves the abil i ty to lake characters uni que 
a nd ori ginal enough to ce..tch t he eye eJt once or to ·nake 
them the me rest figur es and subordi nat e t o t he act i on or 
to make them with t he action subordinat e r·t o tl1e setti ng 
--- men and women in such circumstances as t o reveal 
the:11sel ves t h rough app e e.r ance , conversat i on, action , with 
tne hel p of place description, the attitude of others , 
and occasione.1 exposition; he c an project his p ersonal ity 
i nto the exp exiences of oth ers; he p os s esses the cap::tci ty 
to see , to feel, to underst and , and to make others do 
li l<:ewi s e ;. he c an adequately t1· c:.nsfer to the re ade r t h e 
expe ri ence desc ribed ; h e writes stori e s t l:.at are mirro :rs 
of t h e time s ; he utt ers l essons of seriousne ss with the 
lip s of fun; h is short-sto r ies . concern t hemse l ves with 
hu. on b eing s and r ecord t he for s of local life in 
which r es p ect the novel f ails; h e writes re al istice.lly--
i. e. , giving us f i ction t hat 1 a.ck s t he rOiilanti c a.t r.1osphere 
e.nd that do es not shri nk fr om the co 11monolace or 1..m-
p leas ant in its e ffort to depi ct things as t :O.ey are and 
life g.s it is; he p ossesses an i maginat ion that penetrate s 
to the very h e art of the matter and a verbal magic thc..t 
r ecrea.t es for us what t he i ma gina tion has sesn ; he can b e 
cUdact ic without wearying his audience; he :p rop ose s 
probl ems without answeri ng them; h e 01its detai ls that 
a.r·e unl ovel y in t h e portrayal of l i fe and character 
becaus e of the law of brevity and unity of effect; he 
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k;.'lows how to make c:_n art isti c use of t he horribl e , 
morl:; id, and dreadful , t hc.. t would be too ~9o i gncmt i f 
f o rced on our attention throughout a novel . 
Ch 2.ucer i s slways rega_rded E S a great r e.cont eur 
and t h e di stinguishing trait t hat ma kes h i m a gre at 
st ory tel l er i s h is abi l ity to seize on the t h i ngs t he t 
are of t h e g re a test i nteres t to the r e ader and elimina te 
a nything else that does not help ma_ke t h em app e a r e f f e ctive . 
This make s him not only a gre a t story teller but a gre a t 
sh ort-story tel l er o r writer ,bec ause this is e:_ prLne 
struc t ur e~ neces s ity in narrati v~ , and esp eci a~ly i n short-
story wr i ting , since it gi ves a unified effect. 
iJilhen we consid ered the question _of Chaucer' s ori gina±-
i ty , we found tha.t when he saw fit , Chaucer a l ways brok e 
• 
away fro1n any lines of the plots that he 1)orrowe d. and 
fm.md that it was in h i s treatment of old :i1aterial th c..t 
h is ori gi nality really consisted . If the story he 
borrowed appeared in more t han one :Dorm, we liiay b e sure 
tha t Chaucer reco gnized the one that was · mo st effect i v e 
and best sui ted for his purpose ancl discarded t h e others. 
~ e f ind h i m enlarg i ng , diminishing , eliminating , givi n g 
the story the llimp rint whi ch t o ok it at once out of t h e 
re gion of p ros a ic narr·ati ve and tre.nsp orted it -into t h e 
l 
realm of true art . 11 In this connect ion, Professo r 
Louns bury tells us tha_t t h e vari a t ions which we fi nd 
Chaucer introa.uci ng in the technique of a given st o ry 
have converted it from a p r oduction, fitted me rely to 
1 Lounsbury -- 11 Studies 11 Vol. ~3 ; p . 4:17 
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suit the taste of a particul a r a.ge into a cherish ed 
possession of all time, and he achieves this by a 
di f f.usion of t h e interest through the -.,vhole p iece 
r c; t her than its culmination with the c a.ta.strophe or 
its being kept alive with striking situations and surp ris e s . 
As rea<:lers of Chaucer, we are never under a strain. ·n The 
st ory moves on, to be sure , without rest but also wit hout 
h e.ste. 111 The only exce,Jtion to this is the Pardoner's 
al e . 
As the Pardoner's Tal e is the best e x runple of t h e 
ability Chaucer possessed to write a short-story, I s hal l 
cliscuss it, the first in a group of the te.l es ·which I 
have sel ected as exemplifying Chauce r's short-st o ry 
t echnique,in treating the essentials (plot , character, 
and setting) of narrative. Pre s i dent Neilson of Si:li th 
Col lege ca.lls it 11 a masterpiece :of narrative s ki l l, u2 
adn1irabl e for 11 i ts siii1plici ty and directness, its s "lift 
conclusion 112 , and Professor Kittredge,referring to it as 
11 one of the nost beautiful and best told t al es of the 
whole co lle c Gion !13, says that it is 11 perhaps the best 
short narrative poem in the language . . ;;3 
The superiority of 
..., 
the Pardoner 1 s Tale st c~nds out a s 
a work · of art when it is comp ared ·with similar stories of 
the sa·i1e type that a.re to be found in li te Tature , esp ec-
ially that of the Orient. The contra.st between these 
oth ers and our tale -is strikinr; ; a.t once , we se e the 
superiority of treatment in the Pardoner ' s Tal e. Chaucer 
lLounsbury -- ' St udies Vol. 3 , pp . 41 9 - 4~0 
2 I ntroduction to "Selections fro i11 Chaucer 11 by 
Neilson & Patch. 
3 Magazine article in Ath~ 87: 2 on 11 Cha.ucer 1 s 
Pardoner. it 
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intro r.::.uces a startling denoue:nent o f t he plot <:md enlarge s 
t~e rea~er 1 s surp rise a t t he end by t h e re lating of the 
inci dents of t h e nar r c:.t i ve in a peculi s.rly vivid wa.y . 
Professo r Lounsbury t h inks t hat t h e natur a l tou che s t ha.t 
Chaucer g ives us in the in·terview b etween t h e three revellers 
and t h e being they set fo r th to slp:.y "cling to the iitenw ry 
and affect the i me.g i:ib.ation even inore than t he ste.rtling 
revelation of t he i dentity of the All-destroyer with h :b.m 
who h ad bewailed his inability to leave a life that h ad 
loDg ce e.sed to be worth living. ul 
The Pardoner's Tale is a matchless s ho rt-sto ry i n 
sp ite of the long preachment against drinki ng, di ci ng , 
and cursing . The "~:hole tale, a s a matter of fact, can b e 
outli n ed a s a pardoner 1 s s e rmon . There is a text on t h e 
love of money being t he root of a l l evil , a br ief intro-
duction , followed by an i l lustrativ e anecdote the 
short-story p orp er --- and an a':::p lication . 
Chaucer shovm extraordina ry s kill in the r e.p i d 
resolution, after t h e c lima..x occurs. 1Te have a sp l enc:U d 
illustra tion of effective reticence, P rofessor Kittredge 
p oints out . He s ay s there is no doubting t ha.t t he age d 
wayfarer whom the three revellers meet and tre e.t with 
such r udeness is De e th, 1)ut Chc.ucer t akes c are not to 
sc.y so. He a re t ol d tha t he is an old , old ma.n · who c an't 
die. I t is he who directs the three to the tree under 
whi .ch lies hidden the fat a l treasure ar1d t h en p roceeds 
upon his way , grimly re::1 arking with gre at si gni f i c<:mce, 
III moot go thider as I have to go. If rr:c.e a ct i on of t h e 
ltm.J.nsbury, 11 studie s 11 Vo l. 3 , p. 420 
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story t akes p l a ce during a ple.gue. De a t h h a.s othe r c alls 
to m2 ke a t such a t i De and t he refore does not delay too 
l ong i n any one p a ce; in t his one case , he leaves 
6irections and passes on, trusti~g to covetousness to 
• has ten the dea ths of the rioters. 11 And so t h e tragedy 
nro ceeds without delay to its inexo r able conclusion. 111 
Th e trio discovers the hidden treasure ; t wo gu a rd it 
whil e th e youngest of them goes b a ck to the stricken 
t own for food. While he i s gone, his coinp ;:mi ons p lot 
h i s death but no tLte is lost b ec a_u se a s t hey- consp i re 
a gains t h i m, so, while seeki ng food and returnir..g with 
it ·to the wo od '\'Vhere he hc s left t hei~l , he dete :r·1 ines 
on t heir death . He dismounts, unpacking t h ree leathern 
bot t les of wine , t wo of which he has poi so ned . 11 Thus , 11 
rel,1arks Professor Kittredge, 11 we re a ch the ac11.1e of t he 
-
cl i·nax , whi ch, in this ·wonderful story, is a point o f 
e x.tre:ne susp ense , i"l'i th criss- cross ironies of circw. st::mce 
c onl:Q a_rable to t hose at t h e end of "Hamlet . 11 Mar k now tl:.e 
quiet, rapid, r·elentles s march of the resolution, ten 
' .L, ' . l . . ~ II 2 d h t f , h vers e s Wlt- n a s1x _ 1ne ep LLogue; an e quo ~e s - r o:J -c e 
u rfuat nede t h it to serno ne of i t :nore'? 
For right as t hey had c c..s t his dee th b i f o r e , 
Ri ght s o t :i.1ey han him slai n , 811d th~t anon. 
• And when t ha.t this was do on, thus spake t:na t oon: 
11 Now let u s si tte, and d rinke and i:1ake as n erye, 
And afte r '\lva r d we Fol . hi s b ody burye.' 
l vi~ tred~e p .~ 1-5 J.~-- u ··w ' . • .... 
~Kittre~ge, p . 20 
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And with t hc:t 1ord , it ha.;_')':_) ed. him, per c s.s, 
To t ake t h e b e tel ther the p ay son was , 
And dre nk , end ya.f his fel awe dri nk also 
. , 
For which anoon t :ney storven , bathe t vm 
But certes I s uppose that Avicen 
1~Vroot never in no c <~.no n , ne in no fen, 
:r o wonde r s i gnes of empoysoning 
Than hc.1dde the se wr eches two er her endi ng . 
Thus end ed ~en t~ e se homi cydes t wo , 
Anei eek t he f alse empoysoner c:_l so . 11 
The effectiveness of the setting l. akes for the gre e.tness 
o f the Pardoner 1 s Tal e as a short- s t ory as muc h as its e f -
fectiven ess of theme . Me nti on of the word plague ;nec:ms 
littl e or nothing to us in our mode rn- dey world of se..nite_ry 
s ci ence a nd :p reventive hygi ene but t he readers of Chauc e r's 
t e.les in l.1 i s O\Vl1 day had S O i~lethi ng in coiJ.'imon with the word , 
11 p le.gue . 11 I n t h e story , i t p rovides a back gr ound of terri ~_le 
and my s t er i ous fo r ce . The ri oters t ske an oath of mut -cJ.al 
loy;: _ _L ty - -- which they soon ore ak in order to further ee.ch 
1i s ov:n ends and . rush towa.r d 
drc:v-m s wo rds and vi olent curses. 
fetC?J_ ism or symbolism of i t all. 
t h e city , 2 .. t i d t l e ir ovm 
We c a n ' t help feel ing t h e 
We know t hc- t they are 
doo,ned t o die e.nd , l i ke Dc:mtocles 1 sword , their f a teful ciao .-:~ 
r~ angs over t he ir heads . 
Chaucer heightens t he l~iy ste ry in iS·iving us t h e p i cture 
of the old men "al forwrapped s ave . h i s f2.ce 11 who me ets the 
three d runken ri oters i n t heir search for dea th . Sp e aking 
o f t h e vivi d c0ntr2st the poet gi ves us here, Root quo te s 
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Ne dee th, all a~ ! ne wol not han ~ny l yf ; 
Thus waike I , l i ke a resteless c aityf, 
.
"nd o·11 +."n e g-.L~ou·r"d , ',ilT• .• ll l. ,.., . . 11 1· s " 1V " lOci-·e~ .J.. t1. u - ~ - - jj • !; .L' . o::- g 2. u e , 
I knok~<:::e with ~ny staf, both erly and lc:.te , 
And seye , 11 leve moder , lee t me in! 
Lo , how I vani sh , flesh, and blood, c:.nc_ skin! 
Alle;.s ! '~Nhen shc.l my bo nes been at reste? 
I oder, Yvi th yon wolde I ch2.unge ny cheste , 
rn r t in my che..mbre longe tyme hath b e 
Ye ! for 2. b.eyre clout to wra~)pe me ~ 11 
But yet to me she wol not do the t gr e: ce , 
For ehi ch ful pale and welked i s my f ace . 11 
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Root -o oint s out tha.t Chc:.ucer heightene. the mystery ·cy the 
char~ct e r of this old ~an . In the I talie.n n~vella , in 
vlhi ch h e ~ppears a s a hermit , he is net on his way fro ,,1 the 
city fleeing the plague but here, we ha.ve him se eking deeth . 
One of t he trio charges him with being a secret spy of 
De a th but we do not k:aow. The poet 11 V('T 2.p S hi i·a i :::1 c: mystery 
c:.s 6.ee~; as the mystery o f d.e e.th. The pale , ;r ithe ::.·ed fc:·ce 
and. he2.vily shroucl.ed fi g:ure rise like a v2po r , and fc. d e 
as suddenly i nto thin air . ul 
We usually think of Cheuce r as a comic writer yet the 
Pardoner ' s Tale ·shows th, t he could wove h is r eaders to 
t rc:.gi c fe c. r c:md pity by the dreadful plague , t he my sterious 
vei l ed f i gure , and the suddenness of the cat a strophe, ;hich 
comes as t h e direct ree.ul t of evil cha racter ; again, we hc:.ve 
1 Root , p . 229 
• 
• 
tr2.gedy in the irony exeii1pl i fied in the eage r ness with ,,_7hich 
dee t h is sought E~ncl the e c:s e ·with whi ch i t is found . il Root 
su .. Ha<:uiz es h is estime.te of the Pc:.r doner Is Tale in the fo lloi~J-
ing manner : 11 ·rhis is the tale of t he P a rdoner --- full of 
tragic terror, dramatic i n its stru cture; , transacted as it is 
almost whol ly in di al o gu e, never hurried, but march i ng for-
wa.rd with sure stri des , uni :;np eded. with a singl e superfl uous 
dete i l , irresistible and inevit abl e as de c: th and ni ght. ul 
Another one of Chaucer ' s bo r r owing s is to be fmJ.nd in 
t h e Jun 1 s Pries t 1 s Tal e . Chaucer gives to t he i~lere skeleton 
lOl 
of a plot ..,~Thich h e borrowed ell t he attracti veness t J.1c t i t may 
be s i d to possess. The cleverness of t his story l ies in the 
pe cul iar way t he incidents are . tol d . Cha.u cer borrowed t he 
bene outline . of the story and ch anged i t. He r.1odifi ed 
re t renched, .1ade p rominent o r s ubordinated, introduce d v1hat 
he chose. Th ese i nclude the vivid scenes of cont emporary 
l ife, the learned di scou rses between t he cock an d the hen , 
the uo inted s a tire a t al~o s t every p rofession, and the 
general humorous a.t :·.1osphere. Cheucer 1 s teclmi aue sho ws 
itself i n the way h e defers the a~)pearance of t he fox unt il 
later in t h e sto r y vl:.en his pa_rt is more irnportant ; this 
distinctly i mp roves the structure of t he narr a t ive; h e 
i:.le_kes t he discu s s ion of t he d re mil f<n mo re re al by assign-
ing t r~e skep t i cal atti tude to Pertelote r ather than t o 
Chanticleer and hei ght ened the color of t he descript ion 
and the characteriz a tion . 11 In this way , what wa.s ori gi nally 
a fireside story has be come fi r st a li t e r ..., r y f ~ble, t hen 
' 1 d t · ncl lastly a. vTo r k of a rt. 11 2 '"' a.eve op e narra. l ve, a. _ . . , 
lRo .J t , p . 
2Root ' p . 
t3 30 
21 3- {.314 
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It is the brilla.nt characterizations G.nd t he skill of 
the narr tive technique _._, . v na .. ti diverts the attention in the 
Mill e r ' s Tal e from t he l usty and nasty fe atures of the 
story . 11 I n none of Chaucer ' s tales is there more convi n c-
• 
ing p r oof of h is r.w .. stery of the tec'm i que of story t e1 ling . 11 1 
The 1 iller's Tale is made up of a c o;~1bination of tvm cor11. ic 
intri gues. Nichole.s is the pri1,1 e mover of all the action, 
and to vivid description of hint and his person lity,Chaucer 
devotes thirty-three lines. The character, Jo hc.n, do es 
very l i ttle , on his own strength, so requires a less lengthy 
de s crip tion . But if the t)ri me mover of t he i ntriRUes is 
- .._, 
Nich oles, Alison is the prime motive ; Cha.ucer uses forty 
lines to d epi ct her for us , and t hen forty ·nore to est a.bl i s h 
her relc.ti on.s Yli th Nicholas . We h ave a paus e and Absolon • s 
ttr e.ction for Alison is explained. Th i s new intri gue is 
l e,unch ed ·with eighty- four lines and t wo hundred and fifty 
lines give us the story of the clever t ri c lc p layed on Joh an 
by t h e faithless Ali s on and her lov e r. We have another 
na ture.l pause after the humorous scene in which Hichol a.s 
fei gns a trance and p redicts the flood . The story reverts 
to Absolon who comes to further h is suit du ri nc J ohan 1 s 
supposed absence. He is dupe d at Alison 's window and at t he 
sa:~ e ivi ndow secures h is revenge. This conS"t.lules a.pp rox i .mate-
ly one hundred and sixty l i nes and the ·t al e ends after 
~. 
thirty- ei ght !uore . Root consi ders it 11 a pity that such 
excellent s kiil was exp ended on a story vvhich i il ny of Chaucer 1 s 
rea.ders will -o refer to skip; and yet , as we have seen, it i s 
lRoo t~ p. 177 
• 
• 
t h i s v ery skil l which does most to mi ni rnize the ob j ection-
abl e character of t he t a leu . 1 
Wart on Se,y s of the Kni ght 1 s Tc:,l e t hat i ts i nvent o r 
s.pp ee. rs t o have p o s sesse d consi de rable t c.l ents fo r t h e 
c.rtificic . l cons t ruction of a story; it exh i b its, he f i nds;, 
unexp ected and st ri lcing turns of fortune, aboundi ng in 
1 0 :3 
thos e i nci dents whi ch stri ke t he f a ncy by openi ng resou r ces 
to sublime descripti on &ncl int e re s t the he a rt by p2.t het ic 
s ituati ons. VVhen Chaucer ap ,:; rop riated the story frmD. 
Bo c cc..ccio , h e decided not to have Emily overhea r the 
c ompl a ints of the cousins in prison, re cog nizing t h e v a st 
p oss i bili t ies tl1a t l ay in Emi ly ' s remE.ining i gnorant of 
t he l ove s he insp ired in the two noble kinsmen. The t ale, 
a s a whole, is e xceedingly wel l -prop ortioned ex cep t :p erhap s 
fo r the one p ause c aused by t he descr·iption of t he t emp l es 
i n the l is t s; othe r than this, t here i s no re ta.r dc tion 
e ith er by t h e speeches or by t h e philosophi z i ng o f t h e 
che.r a cters.. Chaucer co ~1 cei ved t h e t al e i n t he sp i r it o f 
TOmcmce and we must re ad in t h is s ame sp irit. This i s e. 
t c:d e i n v"!hich s e t t i ng is given gre a test p rominence and i t 
is the refore, in t he vivid and co l orful d e s c r i p t i ons t ha t 
t lJ.e s kil l of _ ClJ.c:mcer 1 s technique lies chiefly . 
Th e '.vriter • s tech nic al p m?e rs a re be st exempli fi ed 
in the Fri a r ' s Tale by t he clever d i alogrie b etween t h e 
t wo travel l er s whieh Te n Bri nk c a.lls 11 a little n c-.ster-
2 p i e c e 11 and by t h e sel1Se of susp ense t hat is fe l t b e fo re 
- ' 
l Root , 177 p . 
2 Root, 3 48 p . 
•• 
the catastrophe occurs ,when old Eabely wishes the summoner 
were with the devil in nell, "but he wal him repente'' . lie 
has no intention of repentance so the friend goes off with 
him body and soul to nell, 
"1ffuera.s that summonrs hav h is heritage". 
The art of the "Prioress~ Tale" lies in tLe e mphasis 
Chaucer places on the human, rather than the supernatural, 
elements i n the story. We have the glories of the Virg i n 
and the wickedness of the Jews, but they are both subordina-
ted to the deep pathos attached to the character of the "litel 
clergeon, seven yeer of age". 
Just as in the "Miller's J:ale", we found_ the cleverness 
· of the intrigue, by its skillful presentation , fa r outsh one 
the coarse suggest iveness of t he story, so in the ''Uerchant 's 
Tale", when the faithless wi fe occu1;ies our attention, we are 
more interested in "the cleverness of her intrigue and the 
sublime audacity of he~ inspired self-vindication, rather than 
her sensual desires" . 1 
Chaucer's technique is very effective in the "Physician's 
Ta le of Virg inia". He makes the tale mos t effective by his 
free use of clialogue and the two long original passages which 
change the whole artistic emphasis of t he tale, t he charming 
portrayal of Virginia's ma idenly loveliness and the infinitely 
pathetic account of her discovery of he r father's purpose and 
he r choice of death rather than s1mme. "Beside t:i1e wonderfu l 
effectiveness of these two passages, the narrative portions 
skin into insign ificance, or rath9r serve as a frame-work for 
lRoot, Page 266. 
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• 
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Virginia's spotless purityH.l . The narrative is not slighted; 
it is merely subordinated; and the memory of the reader lin-
gers f ondly on the maid who 
Hfloured in virg initee 
With alle hur:J.iU.tee and abstinence". 2 
Chaucer creates a noble spirit in the "Franklin's Tale" 
which prevades all the incidents, as Dorigen's faithfulness 
to her absent lord and he r sadness while he is away, her re-
jection of Aurelius' advances, the unswerving loyalty to the 
spo kc:m pledge (even though it was made in j est) which requires 
Arviragus to send h :i s wife to fulfill it, all "are so potent 
in their power for good that not only the passionate l over 
but the poor scholar in far off Orleans, are compelled to an 
eq1;1.al mobility".3 In g iving his estimate of the narrative 
technique of t he tale, Ten Brink says, "The contagious in-
fluence of g ood, proceeding from a common as well as from a 
noble disposition, and the wondrous power of love are beauti-
fu lly symbolized in this fable. And through all his stor;y~, 
Chaucer g ives special prominence to the idea by which the 
whole receives its internal completion, namely, the idea that 
love and force virtually ex clude each other, while patience 
and forbearance belong to the very essence of loven. 4 
lRoot, · page 222 • 
' . 
2Hoot, page 222. 
3Root 
' 
page 275. 
4Root, page 275. 
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The "Man of Law's Tale" is nrimarily a short story of 
character. The cnar a cter of Cons tance embodies, in idealized 
form, all the great Christian virtues of humility, faith, 
hope, ru1d charity. Supported by them , she braves the sea in 
a rudderless boat ru1d we find her exemplifying the same 
virtues in the Emperor's court. She is the axis for the turn-
ing of all the events in t he story which sink into insignifi-
cance aside her . By making her superhumanly perfect, Chaucer 
is able to make t he supernatural see m commonplace. The tale 
as a whole shows "an ease, a mastery, and an artistic aloof-
ness in Chaucer's attitude toward his material which is far 
different from h is earlier manner".l There is a remarkable 
sense of harmony and unity t o the styl e of t he poem; "the 
orig i nal and splendid passage s are not jewels stuck in a 
plain setting but, as it were, flowers growing out of a plant 
which naturally produces them".2 
We ar e rather agreeabl;>r surprised to find t he "W_ife of 
Bath's" so f r ee from coarseness. The tale is remarkab:be .-for 
its fre edom from coarseriess and its predominant t one of gr a ce 
and de 1 icacy. We are more apt to ,judge the "Wife of Bath" a 
little less harshly and a trifle more sympathetically when 
1Tatlock - Devel opment of Chaucer's Work, in Chaucer 
Society Publications, 1907; Page 179. 
2Tatlock - Development of Chaucer's Work, in Chaucer 
Society Publications, 1907. Page 179. 
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we read the tale she tells. It shows us t hat Chaucer wants 
us to know t hat she possessed a vein of really delicate imag i-
nation in spite of t h e coarseness and shrewd practicality 
which she di d possess. This helps in estimating her mo re 
favorabl y and may explain to us "the undertone of melancholy 
wi.1ich is perceptible in her coarsest talk" •1 Professor 
Lounsbury remarks on the wise observation and keen insight 
into character and motive which Chaucer sh ows in his technical 
treatment of the "Wife of Bath's Tale" . The incidents, he 
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finds, are woven toge ther so artistically and f ollow each other 
so natural.l y t hat the reader loses si ght or though t of the 
central impossibility that lies at the foundation of the details 
bui 1 t upon it. "More than all, n he cant inues, "the story start-
ing f rom the earth , lifts itself up to and loses itself in that 
poetical atmosphere to which nothing but the highest genius 
can attain" . 2 
Spenser was a great writer , but t here is no doubt if he· 
were describing the vision of the twenty-four maidens who 
vanish at the lmight' s approach, he would. have treated tr::. e de-
tails most elaborately. Chaucer's econo my and conciseness of 
stat cHnent is he r e manifest in t he me re suggestion he g ives to 
our imagination. Hera again, we find the a l ement of surprise 
being utilized in his narrative. Chaucer barely hints at the 
supernatural character of the loathly woman. She does not g ive 
the definite reward she desires f or aiding t he ktlight , but de-
mands .that he will grant the f irs t favor she asks of him. We 
l n.oot, page 239. 
2Lounsbury- Volume 3. nstudies". Page 418. 
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have no hint that marriage is involved, until we hear the 
kni ght g iving his answer to the queen . When the knigh t 
realizes th a t he has to go through with h is promise, we find 
him naturally objecting that his wife is old and ugl y and of 
low birth. Now we have a long discussion of the essence of 
true n obility. You say, nrt consume s the whole last quarte r 
of t he tale". Yes ; but it is necessary,, fo r rather than in-
terrupting· t he progress of the tale, it is "an artistic device 
of t he highest skill".l We are about to witness t he trans-
formation of an ugly old hag into a beautiful woman. This is 
almost incredible, and to say the least, highly far-fetched. 
The high poetry, Root tells us, serves as a bridge over the 
change and diverts our minds from what is going on. We a re 
given some chance to recollect ourselves and are , therefore, 
not too surprised at the surpassing beauty of the speaker 
when she c oncludes t he speech. Since Chaucer does not go 
into detail either ove r her ugliness or he r beauty, we are 
ther efore less amazed at the me tamorphosis from gene r a l ugli-
ness to gene ral beauty. In each case is the trait genera l. 
If it we r e speci f ic, the astonishment would be too great a 
strain on t he mi nd of the r0ader. ~oot considers the tale 
"one of Chaucer's poetic triumphs". 2 
As a final example of Chaucer's skill as a s hort story 
writer, I wish to point out a few outstancling features of 
what Ten Brink names t hat "Song of Songs of True and Tende r 
Vvornanhood", the "Clerk' s Tale . of Gri~elda". The plot of the 
l Root, pages 243-244. 
2Ro ot, page s 243-244. 
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story demands ~;Iarquis Walter's brutal treatment of !1is ci:1i ld-
wife, Griselda. In spite of those twelve years of Griselda's 
affliction Chaucer portrays the Marquis as someth ing more 
than a mar9 heartless villain. He has a cert~n charm for 
which Griselda finds herself loving as well as obeying him. 
This is a fundamental and unremovable inconsistency in the 
tale and the skill of the technique lies in the way in which 
Chaucer conceals it from the reader; he is never made to feel 
it, so skillfully is it hidden. The tale is one the events 
in which are hardly consonant vvith tr.:.e truth of life however 
poetically they may be treated. Chaucer does not become car-
ried away by the op oortlu1ity that he has to give an ideal in-
terpretation of these unreal things. He is distinctly modern 
in hi s attitude t owar d the story like anyone of our own day 
who is not carried away with the spirit of self-sac r ifice and 
self-denial. Chaucer recognized that the story of Griselda 
could be told effectively and so he g ives us h is earnest and 
delicate treatment of the tale, knowing that in carrying out 
his aim to write for all classes and to re present all phases 
of feeling and conduct worthy of representation, t he re would 
be so ma to whose taste the tale would a opeal. 
In style, Chaucer's tales are easy, lucid, graceful, and 
unrestrained. Simplicity, sanity, and poise are its distin-
gu ishing features. His sentences are simply constructed, 
sh ort and loose, and always free froa1 artificial antithesis 
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which we find in the writings of t he Elizabethans. Chaucer is 
• 
conversational in his style, too. We read him a loud and can 
almost suppose that we are listening to a conversation . We 
find elaborate metaphors, conceit~ and puns almost totally 
absent from his uoe try. He uses a bold metaphor in the 
11 Franklin's Tale". 
"1Por th 'orisonte have re f t t he sonne h is light rr. He 
does not apo logi ze for writing it but at once, lest it be un-
i nte llig ible to us, tal~es us into h is confidence and conf e s ses.: 
"This is as much to seye it was night". It i s difficult 
to read Chaucer without feeling the char m of his l i ne s. His 
is " the power of diffusion without being diffuse"l and as 
we ll,the power of expressing a thought as tersely and as preg-
nantly as any in Shakespeare. Consider t he line fro m the 
"Knight's Tale" and its de pt h of meaning, 
"Th e smyl er with knyf under t he cloke ". "With a ll his 
simplicity, t her~'s a qu iet energy, a surene ss of touch, a 
delicacy of perception, wh ich betray the master mind . Above 
a ll, t he re is in Chaucer's style as in the man hi mself, a 
sanity and poise, a ca l m equanimity, whic h render it peculiarly 
grateful to the ears of our modern world, wear ied with much 
talk ing". 2 
1Root , page s 41 - 42. 
2Root, pages 41- 42. 
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Chaucer owes his fame to his ability to tell a good 
story interestingly. VJhen he tells a story, he does it in 
a straight-forward and direct manner. His method generally 
is t yp ical of Boccaccio and the other mediaeval raconteurs, 
t :na t is, going f rom beg inn ing to end_ v1i thout any interrup-
tion. The method of the modern short story writer is to 
create a single unified impression, emphasizing only su ch 
incidents as are especially striking ancl necessary to pro duce 
t he single unified effect. Ordinarily, Chaucer follows t h e 
med i a eval method , but he can write a sh ort story f rom t he 
mo dern viewpo int v1hen he wants to. We find t h is especially 
true of t he -·Par doner's Tale '' and t he ·'Y...night's Ta le -· from 
wh ich one gets domina nt impressions of certain vivid scenes 
and un i f i ed effe ct s . Chaucer is a master a t t J:-1e clever utili-
zation of emphasis as is evi dent i n t he t a les in whi ch 
Virg inia and Constance h old t he r~ader's attention. In t he 
":Mill.er's Tale ", he develops t wo interlinking plots, works 
each u p to a climax which serve s as the catastrophe of t h e 
oti1er . I rrn sure Chaucer 's techn i que as a short story writer 
e quals t hat of any of our mo dern writers in the field . As 
a great narrative poet, Professor Lounsbury, finds no e0ual 
_t o Chaucer in our tongue and considers his success as such ,, 
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due t o the ease and fullness withwhich he ma l:::es us enter into 
• 
his ·own thoughts and fE3elings. · 
Chaucer's g~nius is exceedingly well-balanced and the 
t hreads of humor, description, characterization, and pathos 
are so indissolubly blended that it is difficult to separate 
the warp from the woof. 
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It is qu ite common for critics to compare Chaucer with 
Shakespea re; it might seem unus ua l to compare him with Dante 
for Dante is bi ttar and sombre, ancl Chaucer, bland and sunny. 
The "Divine Comedy" boasts of tile su premest poignancy, pathos, 
and power; the 11 Canterbury Tales", humor, go od-nature, and 
cnaracterizati on. On analysis, it is found t hat many of t ne 
qua lities we consider e s sentially Dantes oue are possessed by 
Chaucer. His pathos, almost as piercing as physical pain, 
g oes direct t o the reader's heart; h is powers of description 
can appal or t ~rrify as well as refresh or soothe. It has 
been often pointed out tha t certain metrical effects are only 
par a lleled in Hilton and certain cadences of verse equall9d 
onl y in t he Old Testament. Chaucer's pre ~;minence is due to 
i1is humorous kindliness, deft characterization. and perfect 
story-telling bu t in far greater measur~ t han even t hese, to 
h is g ifts of searching pathos , mastery of me tre, and a wise 
and quiet outlook on existence. 
We turn to Chaucer f or refreshment and ease f ro m t h e 
cares of our workaday world. Vfh en we leave h i m, we fee 1 
refreshed too, and y ounger, and happier. It is the eterna l 
you. ti1fulness vm ich Chaucer seems capable of i nstilling into 
us t hat att r ac t s us to h i m. He can make tile gr a ss a ri cher 
green, g ive the SlU1S hine a warmer g low, make 1 ife t hrob with 
an intenser joy. 
• 
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"We walk anJcle-decp amid the laughing daisies, and brush 
the dew fro m off the grass at s tmris e. Chaucer's conceptions 
are all of the .ioyous prime. He is never nebulous; but a lways 
speaks so tha t we cannot but he lp understand him . Closely 
akin to t h is is his re fre shing modesty . Hi s innocent self-
forgetfulness, his unconscious happy egotims, adds a f lavor 
to everything he v;r i tes. Tne mingled gravity and sweetness 
of n is face , also, are reflected in h is poetry , which i s full 
of deli ghtful surnrises. We have to hold ourselves in readi-
ness, either to laugh or weep, we never know wh ich. 
" The Tabard, which in t he times we write of, was a. famous 
hostelry and situated amid green fields and sing ing birds, is 
now a mass of ruins in ti1e midst o:Z swarming millions, within 
five minutes walk of London Bridge. But amid all these changes, 
the nine and t vventy pilgrims are with us still; for by the aid 
of t he cunning artist who so faithfully portrayed t hem. , we are 
enabled to draw aside the veil f rom the past, and see today 
t:ne perfect Knight, the j ovial Squire, and the s turdy Hiller, 
witb the rest of that delightful company as vividly as when 
they sat out from the Tabard Irin, in the freshness of t ha t 
April morning five hundred years ago".l 
1Living Age, volume 111, page 426. From 
"Poetical 'Yorks of Geoffrey Chaucer" 
edited by ~obert Bell in "The Westminster 
Review". 
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